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From the Editors:
This Carolina Planning includes a variety of articles
that present the viewpoint of both practicing planners
and academics. This issue contains discussion of
more recent topics such as regional growth
management and zoning for manufactured housing; in
addition, new perspectives on existing issues such as
housing regulations and water quality are also
presented. The articles reflect the multidisciplinary
nature of the planning field, encompassing topics
such as law, public policy, and housing finance. We
will continue to make Carolina Planning a forum for
such diverse discussion.
The new style introduced in the last issue has been
further updated, and we have improved CP's layout to
make it clearer and more readable. CP Notes
continues to provide Internet resources and sites of
interest for planners, in addition to information on
upcoming conferences and events. Planner's Digest
has been reintroduced in order to allow shorter
treatment of planning issues and events. This issue's
Planner's Digest covers the 1999 Weiss Urban
Livability Symposium taking place this spring.
We hope you enjoy this issue, and as always, we
welcome any articles, reviews, interviews, and news
items for our summer issue, as well as general letters
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Articles on the Web
Western Architecture in Arab Cities.
The Christian Science Monitor examines the
influence of western architecture on Arab cities
in "For better and worse, Arab cities try on a
Western look." The article, for example, laments
the appearance of Beirut as it rebuilds from a
lengthy civil war: "a drab, cement-box style of




^ Newspaper series on growth, sprawl. Sev-
eral newspapers have published on-line versions
of in-depth series examining issues such as
sprawl-inducing highways, preservation of open
space.
The Washington Post series, "Green, More or




The (Portland) Oregonian's series, "Legacy
on the Line" examines growth management ef-
forts to preserve millions of acres of farmland.
http://www.oregonIive.coni/
special/issues/growth.html
The (Raleigh, N.C.) News & Observer has an
an-line version of its series, "Driving Forces.
Urban Sprawl in the Triangle."
http://search.news-
observer.com/plweb-cgi/nao_search.cgi
The Las Vegas Review-JoumaP s series




The Denver Post has published a series
called "Growth in the '90s."
http://wvrw.denverpost.com/
news/gro0207a.htm
The Denver Post's "Reclaiming the Rockies"




1999 APA National Planning Conference.
The American Planning Association's 1999 na-
tional conference will be in Seattle April 24 to
28. The conference will offer approximately 200
sessions and 85 mobile workshops. The deadline
for early registration and student volunteer ap-
plications passed in early February.
Important dates to remember include
March 3, the regular registration deadline;
March 10, the deadline for hotel reservations
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made through the APA; March 24, the Seattle
Tour registration deadline.
The cost is $110 for APA members regis-
tered by March 3; $130 if registered by April 5.
The cost for Non-APA members: $580 by




^ National Town Meeting for a Sustainable
America. The President's Council on Sustain-
able Development is sponsoring a conference, a
National Town Meeting for a Sustainable
America, May 2 to 5 in Detroit. For information
through the mail, the address is: The President's
Council on Sustainable Development, 730 Jack-
son Place NW, Washington, DC 20503. The or-
ganization's phone number is: (202) 408-5296.
Or simply access the web site:
http://www.sustainableamerica.org.
Job Search
^ Looking for a job in planning? The
web offers plenty of sites to aid your
search. Here is a sampling of web sites:





















The 1999 Weiss Urban
Livability Symposium
Charles C. Bohl
It would be impossible to discuss urban liv-
ability without confronting the concept of urban-
ism - its many, varied forms, historical basis,
aesthetic qualities, functional performance, and
urban lifestyles. The 1999 Weiss Symposium at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
campus presents a unique end-of-the-century op-
portunity to reflect
on traditional ur- > • v'--
^ JP^ ^'->^- ^^7-'
banism, and to
ponder the future




and a sense of
place are increasingly challenged by technological
advances, globalism, and the commodification of
urban places. Presenters and participants will con-
sider and debate the contemporary relevance of
traditional urban forms as more sustainable, liv-
able alternatives in an age of sprawl.
Traditional Urbanism Reconsidered
There is a long overdue need to move beyond
the simplistic city-versus-suburb dichotomy that
has dominated discussions of metropolitan devel-
opment since World War U. Proponents of tradi-
tional urbanism emphasize the need to distinguish
between different types of urban forms - hamlets.
villages, neighborhoods, districts, towns, and cit-
ies of various sizes. The presenters at the sympo-
sium will help distinguish between these historical
urban forms and discuss the implications they
hold for contemporary metropolitan development.
There is also a need to further explore the so-
cial, civic, and symbolic functions of traditional
urbanism. Previous conferences and events have
invariably focused on the implications of alterna-
tive urban forms for transportation, the environ-
ment, and market and regulatory factors for
housing and commercial development.
The neglect of research on social, civic, and
quality of life issues is due, in part, to the diffi-
culty in researching these issues and translating
the results into effective policies. Yet quality of
life issues are at the heart of efforts to promote
more compact development as witnessed, for ex-
ample, in New Jersey's "Communities of Place"
initiative.
Weiss Symposium presenters have explored
the social and cultural experiences, opportunities,
and meanings associated with traditional urban
settings. Their backgrounds allow for a cogent
discussion of the relevance of these settings for
contemporary demographic and technological
trends and Ufestyles.
The symposium will explore the meaning of
concepts such as place identity, civic life, public
realm, and sense of community in a changing
world - where computers and communications
technologies make it increasingly viable to work,
form "communities of interest," and acquire
goods, services, and knowledge without leaving
the home. These two thrusts - the consideration of
traditional urban forms and the social and civic
functions of traditional urbanism - provide a rich
intellectual tapestry for presenters and participants
to consider and debate.
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Urbanism: Old and New
The emphasis of the symposium is on tradi-
tional urbanism, drawing on the five millennia of
experience and precedent in the creation, experi-
ence, and sustenance of urban places. However,
the symposium will also be an opportunity to ob-
serve the latest reconnaissance with the theory and
practice of urban place-making in the form of the
new urbanism.
The reconsideration of traditional urbanism is
not simply a historical or nostalgic exercise. The
past decade has witnessed an explosion of interest
in alternative development models based on "tra-
ditional" urbanism. What began largely as an ar-
chitectural and urban design movement has blos-
somed into a national and international debate
over growth and redevelopment involving plan-
ners, citizen groups, policy makers, and academia.
Well-known paradigms being advanced include
Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk's neo-
traditionalism, Peter Calthorpe's pedestrian pock-
ets and transit-oriented design, and Leon Krier's
urban quarters.
Collectively these ideas have become known
as the New Urbanism, an increasingly influential
and controversial movement with its own charter,
congress, and membership organization. The new
urbanism is nothing less than this generation's
answer to CLAM (Congres hitemationaux
d'Architecture Modeme), the modernist organiza-
tion and movement which dominated the fields of
planning and architecture worldwide beginning in
the 1930s.
The connection between traditional urbanism
and new urbanism is strong. The new urbanism
clearly traces its roots back to the thought and
works of Camillo Sitte, Raymond Unwin, John
Nolen, Werner Hegemann, Elbert Peets, and other
pre-WWn figures in architecture and planning.
The movement also identifies with, and was
preceded by, pioneering research on traditional
urbanism by urban morphologists, typologists,
urban historians, and urban designers. These indi-
viduals have contributed greatly to the revival of
interest in traditional urbanism, and include Rob
and Leon Krier, Aldo Rossi, Anne Vemez-
Moudon, Kevin Lynch, Vincent Scully, Jr., Allan
Jacobs, George Cullen, Sam Bass Warner, Robert
Stem, and William Whyte to name but a few. The
new urbanism has also revived interest in the
Speakers*
JAN. 29
John Montague Massengale, new urbanist
architect
Robert Russell, Addlestone Professor of Ar-
chitectural History at the College of
Charleston
FEB. 12
Carroll William Westfall, Frank Montana
Professor of Architecture at the University of
Notre Dame
Keimedy Lawson Smith, director of the Na-
tional Trust's Main Street Center
MARCH 19
Leon Krier (invited), architect and urban de-
sign theorist
James Howard Kunstler, author of The Ge-
ography ofNowhere and Home From No-
where
APRIL 9
David Brain, associate professor of sociol-
ogy at New College.
Linda N. Groat, associate professor of ar-
chitecture. University of Michigan.
Charles C. Bohl, doctoral candidate at UNC-
Chapel Hill Department of City and Re-
gional Planning, Senior Fellow with The
Charles & Shirley Weiss Urban Livability
Program
*Events arefree to the public; there may be an
admissionfeefor off-campus guestsfor the
March 19 lectures.
works of Lewis Mumford and Jane Jacobs, both
of whom decried the destruction of traditional ur-
ban forms and yet disagreed over the essential
ingredients of urban life, a debate which continues
amongst new urbanists with respect to the balance
between civic and commercial uses.
By providing a forum for introducing and de-
bating new urbanism concepts, the symposium's
focus on traditional urbanism becomes relevant
(some would say urgent) with regard to a broad
array of academic and public policy areas. The
advancement of new urbanist concepts for com-
pact, mixed use, transit- and pedestrian-friendly
development have found natural allies in the ad-
vocates of growth management, historic preserva-
tion, downtowTi redevelopment, sustainable de-
velopment, environmental protection, and transit.
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pedestrianism, and bicycling. New urbanists have
also found natural opposition from academia —
where they are often debased as architectural de-
terminists ~ and from proponents of conventional
low density, automobile-dominant, segregated
land use patterns (i.e., "sprawl").
There is also a healthy divergence of opinions
within the new urbanist camp over issues such as
greenfield versus infill development, local ver-
nacular architecture versus historically eclectic
styles, and the potential for reconfiguring existing
forms of commercial development, such as "big
box" superstores. €^
Charles C. Bohl is Senior Fellow with The Char-
les & Shirley Weiss Urban Livability Program.
Editor's Note: An on-line version of this article,
plus schedules, a description ofspeakers and
other relevant information can befound at:
http://www.unc.edu/depts/
dcrpweb/events/weiss.htni
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A Profile of the Industry
Matt Hull and Carl Rist





Matt Hull is a
program associate at
CFED.
He has a Master's in
Regional Planning
from the University of
North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.
Just beyond the gleaming corporate headquarters that herald North
Carolina as one of the nation's banking centers exists a $90 million lending
industry that quietly serves local markets. Without the fanfare that accompa-
nies the corporate banking world, these revolving loan funds (RLFs) make
loans to build businesses and revitalize communities in areas underserved by
private financial institutions. As in most states, little is known about this in-
dustry collectively, but as a result of the research described in this article, a
clearer picture of North Carolina's RLF industry has begun to emerge. For
example:
• RLFs represent at least $90 million in capital dedicated to small business
lending in North Carolina.
• With a median loan fund size of $1.3 milhon, North Carolina's fionds
are, on average, significantly larger than the RLFs in any other state sur-
veyed.
• North Carolina's RLF industry has a unique structure — larger fimds,
but fewer of them— that is, in large part, a product of state government
policy and funding.
• While a handful of high-performing funds dominate the state's RLF in-
dustry, the rest of the state's RLFs do not have a very diversified capital
base and, on average, are only revolving their capital, if at all.
What is a Revolving Loan Fund?
Revolving loan funds (RLFs) are community-based financial institutions
that provide access to capital for individuals and communities underserved
by private financial institutions. RLFs exist in every state and are supported
by funders at all levels of government, as well as by private and philan-
thropic institutions. They provide loans to local businesses that cannot attract
private financing, and recycle the repayments by relending the capital to
other businesses. RLFs are a flexible and effective tool for promoting busi-
ness development, job creation, and economic self-sufficiency. RLFs have
proven to be financially sustainable institutions that collectively manage up
to several billion dollars in assets.
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The Counting on Local Capital Project
The profile of North Carolina's RLFs in this
article was developed by the Corporation for En-
terprise Development (CFED) as part of a national
research and policy project, Counting on Local
Capital. Counting on Local Capital, fiinded by the
Ford Foundation, seeks to build knowledge about
the size, level of activity, and impact of RLFs.
North Carolina is one of seven states profiled as
part of the project, joining Arkansas, California,
Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, and Washington.
Methodology
North Carolina was selected as one of six
state partners in the national Counting on Local
Capital project in July 1997. The state's applica-
tion was sponsored jointly by the North Carolina
Department of Commerce and the North Carolina
Rural Economic Development Center.
Since a single, comprehensive inventory of
RLFs in North Carolina did not exist, one of the
primary tasks was to develop such a list. With
help from various state and non-profit sources, 88
organizations thought to be operating loan flmds
were identified and sent a detailed survey. From
this list, 53 organizations (60%) responded. Over
half of the responding organizations indicated that
they did not operate a loan fimd, while 24 organi-
zations responded that they operated at least one
RLF. Three of the organizations operated two
separate loan funds, bringing the total number of
RLFs in the study to 27.
Among the 27 RLFs in our sample, special
note should be made about four of these funds.
While the purpose of our survey was to identify
and profile economic development RLFs, we re-
ceived surveys from four of the larger cities in
North Carolina that reported on relatively large
RLFs frinded primarily with Community Devel-
opment Block Grant (CDBG) grants to Entitie-
ment Cities. Each of these ftmds makes a combi-
nation of economic development and housing
loans, but the fund managers were unable to pro-
vide data on just the economic development por-
tion of the portfolio. Despite the fact that these
differences make these four funds somewhat un-
like the other funds in our profile, this report in-
cludes them in its analysis because:
• the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD), which funds both Small Cit-
ies CDBG grants and CDBG grants to Enti-
tlement Cities, has been, by far, the largest
source of federal dollars for RLFs, and
• data on RLFs funded with CDBG grants to
Entitlement Cities, in particular, has been the
most difficult to obtain during the research on
RLFs for the Counting on Local Capital proj-
ect.
Recognizing these differences, though, this
article will at times exclude these four fiinds from
the analysis. Thus, when reference is made to
"Economic Development ONLY RLFs," this
means the 23 RLFs (excluding these four distinct
funds) that make economic development loans
only. Otherwise, when this report refers to "All
RLFs," this will indicate the entire sample of 27
RLFs from North Carolina in the database, in-
cluding these four distinct funds.
Findings from the North Carolina
RLF ProfUe
The Basics
The organizations that operate RLFs in North
Carolina are predominantly nonprofits (46 per-
cent) and public sector organizations (42 percent).
Moreover, the 27 RLFs that responded to our sur-
vey are relatively active lenders. Eighty-three per-
cent had made a loan within the last six months.
In addition, compared to the other states
studied for this project. North Carolina's RLFs are
relatively more mature. The largest share of RLFs
in North Carolina have been operating for 6 to 10
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years. One-third of all funds began operating in
the last five years; the oldest fund started lending
in 1981.
Finally, the vast majority of organizations that
operate RLFs in North Carolina operate a single
fimd (88 percent), while only 12 percent operate
multiple funds. Compared to the other states
studied for this project. North Carolina ranks
among the states with the smallest percentage of
RLFs with multiple fimds.
Where the Money Comes From:
Sources of RLF Capital
The 27 RLFs that responded to our survey re-
port $90.5 million in total capital from public, pri-
vate, and philanthropic sources. The total capital
in the "economic development only" RLFs is al-
most $70 million. Based on total capital reported
in its RLFs, North Carolina ranks fifth among the
seven states surveyed as part of the Counting on
Local Capital project.
As shown in the following chart, the federal
government has been the largest source of capital
for these RLFs. As indicated in the chart below,
the federal government has mvested more than
$40 million in North Carolina RLFs, or almost 45
percent of total capital. The second largest source
has been state government, with an investment of
$26,937 milHon or almost 30 percent of total
capital. The third largest source has been the pri-
vate sector, which accounts for almost one quarter
of total capital.
Table 1. Sources ofRLF capital









Among federal fimders, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has
made the largest investment in RLFs in North
Carolina. Largely through Community Develop-
ment Block Grants (CDBG) made to Entitlement
Cities, HUD has contributed roughly $22.5 mil-
lion or 56 percent of all federal dollars in North
Carolina RLFs. Other contributing federal agen-
cies in decreasing order include the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Economic Development
Administration, the Small Business Administra-
tion, and the Appalachian Regional Commission.
It should be noted that the Small Cities CDBG
program is also funded with federal dollars fi^om
HUD, but is administered at the state level. For
this reason. Small Cities CDBG grants are in-
cluded as part of state capital sources in the sec-
tion that follows. However, if Small Cities CDBG
dollars are included with federal sources, HUD's
share of total capital increases to $33.9 million, or
almost 38 percent of total capital in North Caro-
lina RLFs.
Statefunding
The role of state government in supporting
RLFs is one of the unique features of the RLF
industry in North Carolina. As noted in the afore-
mentioned chart, state government sources make
up the second largest share of capital in North
Carolina RLFs. With roughly equal shares coming
fi^om General Assembly appropriations and
CDBG grants made through the Small Cities pro-
gram, the state government has invested $26.9
million in North Carolina RLFs or almost 30 per-
cent of total capital. Among the seven states
studied in Counting on Local Capital, North
Carolina ranks among the leading three states
based on the share of total capital contributed
firom state sources.
Of particular note is the role of the General
Assembly in appropriating funds to capitalize
RLFs in North Carolina. Since the late 1980s,
when the General Assembly appropriated funds to
the North Carolina Rural Economic Development
Center to establish a microenterprise demonstra-
tion, the state has directly appropriated funds to
several of the state's leading RLFs as part of a
comprehensive development finance strategy
aimed at filling capital gaps in North Carolina.
Private sectorfunding
Overall, private sources of capital make up
the third largest source of capital in North Caro-
lina RLFs, accounting for approximately 22 per-
cent of total capital. The largest source of private
capital is foundations ($15.9 million or 79 percent
of private sources), followed by banks ($2.6 mil-
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lion or 13 percent of private sources). Among the
other states studied for this project, only Arkansas
has such a major foundation investment in its
RLFs.
However, the distribution of private capital is
highly uneven across RLFs in North Carolina.
The state's largest RLF, the Self-Help Ventures
Fund, which is one of the nation's leading com-
munity development financial institutions, has a
total of almost $16 million in private capital or
more than three quarters of all capital in North
Carolina contributed by private sources.
Capital sourcesfor the average
RLF in North Carolina
The majority of the capital in the typical
North Carolina RLF comes from state sources,
augmented by a significant portion of federal
dollars, and a smaller portion of private dollars.
This is portrayed in the graph below, which ex-
cludes from analysis both the Self-Help Ventures
Fund and the four large public RLFs that fund
both economic development and housing.
Capitalization Structure and Trends
Size ofRLFs
The size of the median RLF in North Carolina
is significantly larger than in any of the other
states studied for this project. Overall, the median
size of RLFs in North Carolina is $1.3 million,
witli a range in size from $27.9 million (the Self-
Help Ventures Fund) to $90,000 (Metropolitan
Low-Income Housing and CDC). In fact, in no
other state was the median RLF size larger than
$ 1 million. Moreover, this finding is not distorted
by the presence of a handful of larger RLFs. Even
excluding the Self-Help Ventures Fund and the
four RLFs that fund both housing and economic
development loans, the median RLF size in North
Carolina is still $1.2 million. At the same time,
based on the seven state surveys conducted as part
of the Counting on Local Capital project. North
Carolina has a smaller total number of funds than
all but one other state.
There are several key implications that follow
from the larger average size of North Carolina's
RLFs. First, the state's RLFs may be closer to
achieving sustainability than the funds in other
states. Practitioners interviewed for this project
estimate that it takes a capital base of $3 to $3.5
million and an active loan portfolio of at least $2
million to generate both the revenues necessary to
support the staff needed to operate a RLF profes-
sionally, and the volume of loans necessary to
achieve a reasonably diversified portfolio.
Second, larger average fund size may also
lead to more efficient RLF administration. For
example, 83 percent of North Carolina RLFs re-
ported making at least one loan in the past six
months, a figure that is the second highest among
all other states surveyed for this project.
Debt vs. equity
Overall, debt capital totals $27.7 million or 31
percent of the total capital in North Carolina
RLFs. The largest source of debt capital is foun-
dation investments, followed by federal sources
and banks. Tj^jically, foundation investments and
federal loans carry highly subsidized rates and
terms, making much of this debt "near equity."
As with private capital, debt financing of
RLFs in North Carolina is highly uneven. Ex-
cluding the Self-Help Ventures Fund, debt capital
makes up only 18 percent of total capital in North
Carolina RLFs, the majority of which comes from
the USDA's Intermediary Relending Program
(IRP). Based on this finding there would appear to
be significant opportunities for RLFs in North
Carolina to use their equity capital to leverage
additional debt capital.
Capital needs vs. capital availability
Despite capital resources of roughly $90 mil-
lion in North Carolina's RLF industry, respon-
dents to our survey indicated a great need for ad-
ditional capital. In fact, a total of 15 RLFs in
North Carolina reported a combined need of $19.3
million in additional capital, or almost 25 percent
of the total capital base ofRLFs in the state.
Another 19 RLFs in the state reported $11.7
million in available capital for lending. While this
might appear a likely source for funds that need
additional capital, this level of available funds
may also represent a prudent reserve of 10-15
percent.
Where tlie Money Goes:
Loan products
At the median, the average loan size reported
by North Carolina's RLFs was $51,500, with the
loans ranging in size from $17,500 to $100,000.
This average loan size' was the largest among all
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States studied as part of Counting on Local Capi-
tal. Moreover, the median minimum loan size
($17,500) was higher than that reported in any
other state. If outliers such as the Self-Help Ven-
tures Fund and the four housing/economic devel-
opment RLFs, are excluded, the average loan size
and the median minimum loan size both increase
to $63,250 and $20,000, respectively.^ Interest-
ingly, when examining average loan size based on
the age of the fund, it appears that older RLFs
tend to have lower average loan sizes than newer
funds.
In terms of fmancing position, the largest
share of RLFs in the state (45 percent) offer sub-
ordinated financing. Almost one-third of RLFs
(30 percent) offer primary fmancing. Another 25
percent of funds reported "other" positions, in-
cluding "gap financing" and "equal collateral."
However, of the funds that offer primary financ-
ing, one-half are newer fimds that have made their
first loan since 1990.
RLF loan terms
The average RLF in North Carolina offers
loans at an interest rate of 4.5 percent and a term
of 8 years. In addition, the vast majority of RLFs
(75 percent) charged fixed rates — only a small
minority (7 percent) reported offering variable
rates.
The method of establishing the interest rate
varied across RLFs in North Carolina and pro-
vided some rather contradictory fmdings. Of the
23 RLFs that responded to a question about what
kind of interest rate they charge, almost 40 per-
cent indicated charging a subsidized rate. Twenty-
five percent of respondents indicated charging a
market rate. Another 37 percent of respondents
reported charging a rate based on some "other"
formula, typically one based on the prime rate
plus a certain percentage point or some other un-
subsidized rate.
If one combines these "other" responses with
those charging market rates, it would appear that
the majority of RLFs in North Carolina do not
subsidize the interest rate charged for their loans.
However, based on the responses from the eight
RLFs that reported the interest rate that they
charge, a median figure of 4.5 percent, it would
appear that RLFs in North Carolina do charge a
subsidized interest rate. Thus, the data on whether
RLFs in North Carolina typically charge market
or subsidized interest rates is inconclusive.
Businesses targeted
Existing businesses are the primary target of
North Carolina RLFs. Of the 23 respondents (out
Chart 2. Types ofbusinesses targeted by RLFs in North Carolina
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of a total of 27 RLFs) who reported that they tar-
get particular groups of potential borrowers, the
largest percentage (87 percent) indicated that they
target existing businesses. At the same time, a
large percentage of respondents (78 percent) also
indicated that they target start-up businesses. In
addition, almost half (48 percent) of the RLFs that
target particular groups of borrowers report that
they target microenterprises. Further, while both
older and newer funds targeted start-ups and ex-
isting businesses fairly equally, newer fimds
tended to target microenterprises more frequently
than older funds.
Additionalproduct demand
Sixty-eight percent of the respondents indi-
cated that the most commonly requested product
not offered by North Carolina's RLFs was venture
or equity capital. Despite this demand, though,
there is ver>' little activity around venture or eq-
uity capital among the state's RLFs. Only one
fund that was identified, but which did not return
CFED's survey, offers equity financing to bor-
rowers. This fund, the Innovation Research Fund
(IRF) of the North Carolina Technological Devel-
opment Authority, is yet another example of a
centrally-operating, state-initiated RLF. The sec-
ond most frequently requested service not offered
by North Carolina's RLFs was management
training, followed by worker training.
LendiBg Activity and Fund Performance
Lending activity
RLFs in North Carolina manage a current
portfolio of almost $46 million in loans and report
cumulative lending activity of over 2000 loans
worth more than $102 million. On a median capi-
tal base of $1.3 million, the average RLF has al-
most 20 loans outstanding worth $763,729. On a
cumulative basis, the same average RLF has made
33 loans for slightly more than $1 million. From
the perspective of the average fund, it appears that
RLFs in North Carolina are only barely revolving
their capital, if at all. However, excluding the four
housing/economic development RLFs (for which
there is almost no lending data), North Carolina's
"economic development only" RLFs have made a
total of $101,874,615 loans, cumulatively, on
slightly less than $70 million in capital. This
seems to indicate that some of the state's funds.
particularly larger funds, are revolving their capi-
tal to a much larger extent than others.
Compared to the other states in the Counting
on Local Capital project, RLFs in North Carolina
appear to be relatively effective lenders. For ex-
ample, among the six states that reported cumula-
tive lending figures, RLFs in North Carolina made
the third highest cumulative number of loans and
the third highest cumulative dollar volume of
loans. This was accomplished despite the fact that
North Carolina contains a smaller total number of
fimds than all but one other state and that North
Carolina ranks fifth among the seven states stud-
ied in terms of total capital. In addition, North
Carolina RLFs reported the highest median per-
centage (73 percent) of current loan volume as a
share of total capital.
Additional data on lending activity:
• Only 22 percent (6 out of 27) RLFs have
loan loss reserves. The total accumulated in
these loan loss reserves across all RLFs in
North Carolina was only $1,619,841 — or
slightly less than 2 percent of total capital re-
ported.
• Credit tests on borrowers are very common.
Eighty percent of respondents indicated per-
forming some type of credit eligibility test on
prospective borrowers.
Delinquencies and defaults
Because there is no standard definition of de-
linquencies in the RLF industry, survey respon-
dents were first asked how they define delinquen-
cies. Almost two-thirds of the survey respondents
(63 percent) reported a definition for delinquent
loans. The most common definitions of delin-
quency were equally split between "payments
over 30 days late" (35 percent) and "payments
over 60 days late" (35 percent).
In total, the 20 RLFs that reported on delin-
quencies reported a total of 135 delinquent loans
valued at $2,523,030. Delinquency rates among
individual funds ranged from percent to 16.9
percent. The aggregate delinquency rate for the 15
RLFs that reported at least one delinquent loan
was 4.8 percent; the aggregate delinquency rate
for the 20 RLFs who reported zero or more delin-
quencies was 4.3 percent. These rates contrast
favorably when compared with delinquency rates
among small banks. For example, based on pre-
liminary data for 1998, the percentage of past due
and "non-accrual" commercial loans among banks
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with $300 million in assets or less was 5.22 per-
cent.^
Compared with delinquencies, information
about defaults was not reported as consistently
among the RLFs that responded to our survey. In
fact, only 40 percent of the survey respondents
(11 out of 27) could provide a definition of de-
faults. The most common responses ranged from
60 days past due (25 percent) to 90 days past due
(16 percent) to 120 days past due (25 percent).
In total, the 14 RLFs that reported on defaults
reported a total of 173 loans in default valued at
$1,614,062. Default rates among individual funds
ranged from percent to 11.2 percent. The aggre-
gate default rate for the 9 RLFs that reported at
least one loan in default was 4.1 percent; the ag-
gregate default rate for the 14 RLFs that reported
either or more loans in default was 3.5 percent.
Performance measure: Portfolio at risk
The RLFs reporting defaulted and delinquent
loans provide the raw data needed to calculate one
of the most important performance measures: per-
centage of portfolio at risk. In assessing the vi-
ability and sustainability of the RLF industry, it is
essential that practitioners and fimders determine
the total amount of the capital that is currently at
risk, either because of delinquency or default. The
chart above reveals that eight to nine percent of
the capital base is currently at risk. While this
does not mean that all this capital will be lost, it is
an important indicator for evaluating the risk of
RLF portfolios and the level of loan loss reserves
that are necessary to ensure that the industry's
capital base is not eroded. Currently, the loan loss
reserves totaling slightly less than 2 percent of
total capital are inadequate to replace the capital at
risk.
Technical assistance
The commitment to providing quality techni-
cal assistance services to borrowers appears rela-
tively strong among RLFs in North Carolina. The
large majority of the state's RLFs (80 percent)
provide some type of training or technical assis-
tance to borrowers. The service most commonly
provided is one-on-one technical assistance (80
percent). The second most frequently offered type
of service was classroom training (40 percent).
Of the 16 respondents who reported providing
one-on-one technical assistance, almost two-thirds
also reported providing some other type of serv-
ice. This would suggest that most funds provide
technical assistance, not simply as a cursory
service, but rather as an essential part of their
products and services. However, this is more
characteristic of the newer flmds, as 75 percent of
those funds offering no technical assistance serv-
ices made their first loan in 1985 or earlier.
RLF management and administration
RLFs in North Carolina typically rely on
rather limited staff and resources to accomplish
their mission. Based on information reported by
11 of 27 survey respondents, the median RLF in
North Carolina has one staff person and an oper-
ating budget of $60,000 per year. This falls in the
middle of the few states in the project that could
provide significant data on this question.
Despite these rather limited resources, RLFs
in North Carolina typically provide the range of
managerial and administrative tasks common to
RLFs, and by and large, do so in-house. The most
common tasks provided in-house by North Caro-
lina RLFs were loan packaging (92 percent), fol-
lowed by receipt of loan payments and portfolio
management (83 percent each). North Carolina
RLFs use outside contractors to a lesser extent,
although a significant portion contracts out for
loan closings (29 percent) and liquidations (25
percent). The task most commonly not provided
by North Carolina RLFs was underwriting (25
percent). This may be a reflection of the fact that,
since a large share of North Carolina RLFs (45
percent) typically take a subordinated position on
deals, lenders with the primary position are likely
perform the underwriting.
The Impact ofRLF Lending
The most common measure for assessing the
impact of RLF lending on individuals and com-
munities underserved by private fmancial institu-
tions is to measure job creation and retention. This
measure is notoriously difficult to quantify, given
the inherent complexity of the job creation proc-
ess and the difficulty of isolating the importance
of a single factor, even one as important as capi-
tal, in such a complex process. Nonetheless, job
creation remains the best proxy available to RLFs
for documenting the impact of their lending on the
economic condition of distressed communities or
individuals. Thus, this article presents this data for
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North Carolina RLFs below, along with informa-
tion about the extent to which RLFs in the state
target different types of communities and indi-
viduals that may lack access to capital.
Job creation and retention
The most common impact measures used by
North Carolina RLFs are job creation (70 percent
of survey respondents) and job retention (63 per-
cent). Together, the RLFs who responded to the
survey and could provide data on job creation and
retention helped to create 5,257 jobs and retain
another 5,793. By far, the leader among the
state's RLFs was the Self-Help Ventures Fund,
which reported helping to create 1,580 jobs and to
retain 3,605, almost two-thirds of all jobs retained
by RLF lending in North Carolina. In comparison,
the typical RLF was focused more on job creation
than retention, reporting a median of 170 jobs
created and 46 jobs retained. Only a handful of
North Carolina RLFs reported data on self-
employment.
This median figure of 170 jobs created per
RLF in North Carolina was by far the highest me-
dian job creation figure among the six states in
our study that provided significant data on job
creation and retention. However, one must be
cautious in interpreting these figures. In addition
to the difficulties with reporting job creation and
retention mentioned above, it must also be noted
that only 56 percent of North Carolina survey re-
spondents actually reported data on job creation
and only 44 percent on job retention. In general,
there is a great need to improve the definitions
and reporting methods for impact measures
within the RLF industry.
Targeting strategiesforRLF borrowers
The practice of targeting capital to specific
groups of borrowers is essential to a strategy for












ingly, in North Carolina almost all RLFs target
their lending to potential borrowers in particular
underserved groups. In fact, only two respondents
(7 percent) indicated that they did not practice
some kind of targeting. The group most likely to
be targeted was low to moderate income borrow-
ers (83 percent). Women and minorities (58 per-
cent each) were also common targets of RLF
lending in North Carolina.
Conclusions
This profile of North Carolina's RLF industry
leads to a number ofbroad conclusions:
In North Carolina, RLFs are a $90 million
industry. Together, on a capital base of $90.5
million, RLFs in North Carolina have made over
2000 loans worth over $102 million. As a result
of this lending, these RLFs have helped to retain
almost 5,800 jobs and create another 5,200.
Unlike most other states, North Carolina's
RLF industry has a unique structure that is, in
large part, a product of state government policy
and funding. While most states have a large
number of relatively small RLFs, North Carolina
has a fairly small number of funds that are larger
in size. With a median loan fund size of $1.3 mil-
lion. North Carolina's funds are, on average, sig-
nificantly larger than the RLFs in any of the other
states studied for this project.
Moreover, much of the resources in these
RLFs are concentrated in a few funds that operate
statewide and have received significant resources
from the state government. This includes the Self-
Help Ventures Fund, the state's largest RLF,
whose rapid growth has been aided by state gov-
ernment resources, including a multi-million dol-
lar appropriation in 1995. This also includes both
the Microenterprise Loan Program of the North
Carolina Rural Economic Development Center
and the Capital Support Loan Fund of the North
Carolina Minority Support Center, each of which
was initially created with a General Assembly
appropriation and operates statewide through a
network of local organizations. Finally, this list
contains the large Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) RLF at the Department of
Commerce Finance Center, which has grown
rapidly as the result of a key policy decision in
the early 1990s. Since 1992, all units of local gov-
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eminent have been required to return all repay-
ments from loans made to private companies us-
ing CDBG funds to the Commerce Finance Cen-
ter. Previously, these repayments had been used
by some local governments to create their own
RLFs.
There is some evidence that the unique
structure of North Carolina's RLF industry has
led to greater lending efficiency. First of all, on a
very basic level, almost all of RLFs in North
Carolina are active. Eighty-three percent reported
making at least one loan in the past six months, a
figure that is the second highest among all other
states surveyed as a part of this project. Second,
these funds are making good use of their capital.
RLFs in the state reported the highest median per-
centage (73 percent) of current loan volume as a
share of total capital. Third, among the six states
that reported cumulative lending figures, RLFs in
North Carolina made the third highest cumulative
number of loans and the third highest cumulative
dollar volume of loans. This was accomplished
despite the fact that North Carolina contains a
smaller total number of funds than all but one
other state and that the state ranks fifth among the
seven states studied in terms of total capital.
Finally, with a larger median loan fund size
($1.3 million) than in all the other states studied
for this project. North Carolina's RLFs may be
closer to achieving sustainability than the funds in
those other states. Practitioners estimate that it
takes a capital base of $3 to $3.5 million and an
active loan portfolio of at least $2 million to gen-
erate both the revenues necessary to support the
staff needed to operate a RLF professionally and
the volume of loans necessary to achieve a rea-
sonably diversified portfolio.
But, has greater efficiency led to less equity?
The flip side of North Carolina's RLF industry,
which is characterized by relatively larger, poten-
tially more efficient funds, is the fact that there
are fewer of them. While this survey could not
determine whether access to RLF capital was
relatively more uneven across North Carolina
compared with states that have hundreds of fimds,
such a fmding is not inconceivable. Moreover,
North Carolina's typically larger funds carry the
highest average loan size ($51,500) of all the
states studied. While this loan size is still not
within the range typically offered by commercial
lenders, does this mean that some smaller borrow-
ers in the target markets of these funds are not
being served? These are questions that call for
further inquiry.
In order to continue growing, the state's
RLF industry must overcome some fundamental
barriers related to its unique structure. The
handful of larger funds that dominate the state's
industry and have been the primary beneficiary of
direct state funding and policy support tend to be
high-performing, have a diversified capital base,
and revolve their capital. On the other hand, the
rest of the funds in North Carolina's RLF industry
do not have a very diversified capital base and, on
average, are only barely revolving their capital, if
at all.
Building North Carolina's RLF industry will
require a two-pronged strategy that will require
both increasing the total amount of capital in the
industry and, at the same time, building the man-
agement capacity and sophistication of the aver-
age fund. RLF practitioners and state policymak-
ers should consider a formal intermediary or in-
dustry association to carry out this strategy.
Increasing the Amount of Capital in North Caro-
lina RLFs. The North Carolina RLF profile re-
vealed a significant demand for additional capital.
While the state's RLFs appear to be, on average,
more efficient that RLFs in other states, the state's
industry is relatively small, even after adjusting
for population differences. Among the seven
states studied for the Counting on Local Capital
project, North Carolina ranked fifth in RLF dol-
lars per capita.
One possible strategy for increasing the
amount of capital in North Carolina's RLFs would
be to explore the creation of mechanism to pool
existing fiands so that they can be used more effi-
ciently and effectively. In order to explore this
possibility, the survey asked RLFs if they would
support the creation of a regional or statewide in-
termediary or support organization to deliver this
type of service.
While the responses in North Carolina were
not quite as enthusiastic as in other states, there
still appears to be significant interest in such a
concept. Given this interest, the state's RLF prac-
titioners should now consider the establishment of
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"most important" "second most
important"
Data Collection 35% 10%
Portfolio Management 16% 11%
Asset Management 6% 0%
Policy and Advocacy 10% 5%
Capacity Building 19% 33%
Evaluation 5% 25%
Secondary Market 16% 21%
a more formal institution — whether an interme-
diary or a trade association — to assist the indus-
try. With the need for additional capital far out-
weighing available capital among the state's
RLFs, though, such an institution should focus on
much more than just re-allocating existing capital.
Rather, this new institution should have a broad
mission that would include both increasing total
capital in the state's RLFs and building the man-
agement capacity of the state's funds.
Increasing the Management Capacity in North
Carolina RLF. In considering strategies for in-
creasing the capital in North Carolina's RLFs,
whether by accessing new sources of capital, such
as private bank capital or secondary markets, or
by utilizing new types of capital, such as debt
capital, one important consideration must not be
overlooked. All of these strategies will require a
new level of standardization in loan underwriting
and documentation procedures across RLFs in
North Carolina.
For the most part, the North Carolina RLF
profile revealed that the performance of the state's
average fund lags behind the small cluster of in-
dustry leaders. Nevertheless, in a state with rela-
tively few funds, these funds are critical in en-
suring equitable access to RLF capital across the
state.
Of course, the state's average funds are by no
means unsophisticated. For example, compared
with the RLFs in the other states studied for this
project. North Carolina's RLF reported some of
the highest levels of computer technology usage
in data collection. Yet, when asked about the im-
portance of various support services needed to
improve RLF performance and impact, our survey
respondents indicated a number of needs.
The need most frequently mentioned as either
"most important" or "second most important" by
respondents (52 percent) was capacity building.
Assistance with data collection (45 percent) and
secondary markets (37 percent) were also men-
tioned frequently by respondents as the most im-
portant or second most important need.
These findings reinforce the need for a formal
mechanism — whether instituted in a trade asso-
ciation or intermediary — to build the manage-
ment capacity of the state's funds by capturing
and sharing the expertise of industry leaders in
North Carolina and nationwide, ^jj^
Endnotes
' Throughout this rqjort, when reference is made to the
"average loan size" ofNorth Carolina RLFs, this
refers to— more precisely— the median of the
average loan size of all 27 RLFs included in this
study. We use this abbreviated terminology to
make the text more readable.
^ Part of the reason for this larger minimum size of
loans is that most of the state's microenterprise
programs count as one RLF under the Rural Cen-
ter's Microenterprise Loan Program.
^ FRBSF Economic Letter, "New View ofBank Con-
sohdation," Federal Reserve Bank of San Fran-
cisco, Number 98-23, July 24, 1988.
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Nearly twenty years ago Justice Brennan penned the line "if a policeman
must know the Constitution, then why not a planner?"' Most planners have at
least a passing notion of takings law and the Fifth Amendment to the United
States Constitution, which prevents the taking of private property for public
use without just compensation.^ Constitutional limitations on zoning, though,
can go far beyond the Fifth Amendment.
Over the past several years two Constitutional doctrines which might
seem esoteric to most non-attorneys, have been used with varying degrees of
success in challenging zoning ordinances which discriminate against manu-
factured housing, preemption and the dormant Commerce Clause. The pur-
pose of this article is twofold: first, to explain the two doctrines and review
recent federal court cases from the last three years in which they were raised
and second, to briefly divine ft'om those cases some practical advice for
planners and other local government decision makers.
Constitutional Doctrines Related To Manufactured
Housing Zoning Challenges
Preemption
Preemption is a federal doctrine that invalidates state and local laws that
conflict or interfere vvdth federal laws. The doctrine flows from the Suprem-
acy Clause of Article VI of the United States Constitution, which states:
This constitution, and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in pursuance thereof. ..shall be
the Supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every
State shall be bound thereby. . .^
Under the doctrine, preemption of state statutes or local ordinances oc-
curs in one of three manners: (1) Congress may pass a statute which ex-
pressly preempts state or local law, (2) Congress, while not expressly pre-
empting state or local law, implies that it is preempting the field by occupy-
ing the entire field of regulation so that there is no room for supplementary
regulation at the state or local level, or (3) Congress neither expressly nor
impliedly preempts state or local law, but state or local law neverthe less
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conflicts with federal law in that compliance with
both federal and state or local law would be im-
possible or when state or local law stands as an
objective to the purpose of the federal law.*
Manufactured housing construction and safety
standards are explicitly preempted by the National
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety
Standards Act of 1974 ("the Act"):
Whenever a Federal manufactured
home construction and safety standard
established under this chapter is in ef-
fect, no State or political subdivision of
a State shall have any authority either
to establish, or to continue in effect,
with respect to any manufactured home
covered, any standard regarding the
construction or safety applicable to the
same aspect of performance of such
manufactured home which is not iden-
tical to the Federal manufactured home
construction and safety standard.
^
That is, a state or local government cannot
have a building code for manufactured homes,
which differs from the Federal code which im-
plements the Act.* While zoning decisions are
traditionally the province of state and local gov-
ernments, zoning decisions regarding manufac-
tured housing can, and have, run afoul of the pre-
emption doctrine when those decisions are based
on construction codes and the perception of
safety.
Homes built in a factory to the Federal Code
and transported to a home site are usually referred
to as "HUD Code manufactured homes" because
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment is responsible for promulgation and
administration of the code.^ Factory-built homes
constructed to a local construction code such as
the Uniform Building Code, on the other hand, are
referred to as "modular homes."
Commerce Clause
Zoning decisions regarding manufactured
housing can also run afoul of the Commerce
Clause of the United States Constitution. Under
the Commerce Clause, "Congress shall have the
Power... to regulate commerce among the several
states."^ This grant to Congress implies a related
restriction preventing state and local governments
fi-om adopting certain laws that have an economi-
cally protectionist intent or effect, essentially iso-
lating a local economy from the national econ-
omy. This is often referred to as the "dormant
Commerce Clause."'
There are two tests used to determine whether
a local ordinance violates the dormant Commerce
Clause. First, if a statute ordinance discriminates
against interstate commerce on its face or its ef-
fects favor in-state interests at the expense of out-
of-state interests, the law will be found to violate
the dormant Commerce Clause unless the dis-
crimination is demonstrably justified by a valid
factor unrelated to economic protectionism.'" On
the other hand, if the statute or ordinance operates
even-handedly, is based on a legitimate govern-
mental interest and has an "incidental impact" on
interstate commerce, the regulation "will be up-
held unless the burden imposed on such com-
merce is clearly excessive to the putative local
benefit."" This balancing test is usually referred
to as the
"
Pike test," so named for the Supreme
Court case in which the test was first enunciated.
How might a local zoning ordinance regard-
ing manufactured housing run afoul of the dor-
mant Commerce Clause? The theory is actually
quite simple. Manufactured homes are items of
interstate commerce. They may be constructed
out-of-state, or simply contain components, like
fixtures or lumber, constructed or processed out-
of-state. A zoning ordinance which restricts
placement of a manufactured home, by implica-
tion a home built to a national building code, im-
pedes the flow of interstate commerce in favor of
local economic interests and locally site-built
homes constructed to a local building code.
Courts have declined to apply the more re-
strictive economic protectionism Commerce
Clause test to manufactured housing zoning dis-
putes, but even imder the Pike test plaintiffs have
not fared all that well using the doctrine to chal-
lenge discriminatory manufactured housing ordi-
nances. Nevertheless, the courts have spelled out
some of what might be necessary for a challenge
to succeed, a road map to which planners and
other local government decision makers should
pay heed.
Recent Court Cases
Over the past three years, federal courts from
Colorado to Georgia have been confronted with
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preemption and dormant Commerce Clause chal-
lenges to local manufactured housing zoning
regulations, with divergent results, especially on
the issue of preemption. The United States Su-
preme Court has made no pronouncements on the
issue, so how a community may be affected de-
pends on the area of the country in which the
community is located. Viewing all the cases in
context, however, including lower court decisions
that may have been reversed on appeal, can pro-
vide planners and local government officials with
guidelines that are sound from both a constitu-
tional and planning perspective, guidelines which
may help as they wrestle with the often thorny
policy considerations that surround manufactured
housing and zoning.
Not surprisingly, most of the cases come from
the Southeastern United States, where the major-
ity of manufactured homes are both constructed
and sold.'" Of most interest to North Carolina
planners is the 1998 case from the U.S. District
Court for the Western District, CMH Manufac-
turing. Inc. V. Catawba County Board of Commis-
sioners ("Catawba County"), decided in February
1998.''
The case was a challenge to specific restric-
tions on exterior fmish and roof pitch in the
Catawba County zoning ordinance applicable to
single section manufactured homes that otherwise
met the HUD Code. The practical effect of the
restrictions was to eliminate "metal on metal" sin-
gle section homes from the County. Specifically,
the restrictions challenged were as follows:
Exterior Finish. The exterior siding
shall consist predominantly of vinyl or
aluminum lap siding (whose reflectiv-
ity does not exceed that of flat white
paint), wood or hardboard comparable
in composition, appearance and dura-
bility to the exterior siding commonly
used in standard residential construc-
tion.
Roof construction. The roof shall be
designed to have a minimum rise of 2
V2 feet for each 12 feet of horizontal
run and finished with a type of shingle
that is commonly used in standard resi-
dential construction.'"
The basic analysis the court used in deter-
mining whether preemption applied was whether
the restrictions were construction standards pre-
empted by the Act or appearance standards ex-
pressly permitted by the North Carolina General
Statutes.'^ The court held they were appearance
standards allowed by North Carolina law. In
making this determination, the court looked to
legislative intent of the Act and concluded that
Act and the federal regulation adopted thereunder
were "directed at safety, and are not concerned
with regulation of the appearance or aesthetic
characteristics of manufactured housing."'*
Safety-related construction standards, the court
implied, dealt with housing systems explicitly
mentioned in the regulations implementing the
Act, items such as the plumbing, heating, and
electrical systems.'^ The implementing regula-
tions, by contract, indicated no preference, in
terms of safety for a particular siding or roofing
material.'* The court did recognize that regulating
location of manufactured homes for aesthetic rea-
sons made under the guise of safety could be pre-
empted. What would evidence this, though, would
be restrictions based on specific building codes,
"which by their very nature address safety con-
cerns," as a prerequisite for siting.
"
Catawba County also provided justification
unrelated to safety, indicating it had:
enacted the amendments to its zoning
ordinance as part of a comprehensive
plan to balance the interests of citizens
who oppose mobile home proliferation
with those of the manufactured housing
industry and its customer base. The
amendments establish appearance crite-
ria... for single-wide mobile homes in
order to make them appear more at-
tractive, less likely to drive down
nearby property values, and generally
more palatable to the objecting pub-
lic.^°
This last justification, however, may rest on
grounds shaky for other jurisdictions which try to
use it. Even though courts generally accept the
rationale, as did the court here, the County pro-
vided no statistical or empirical evidence that the
criteria would protect property values or that
"metal-on-metal" homes devalued neighboring
property or drained the County's tax base,'^' an
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approach that could fail if empirical data to the
contrary is introduced. Moreover, while the
County claimed that the criteria were a compro-
mise to citizen pressure to ban manufactured
homes altogether from large swaths to the County,
the County Commissioners continued to adopt
such bans after the court issued its opinion.
Within weeks of the court's opinion, the Board of
County Commissioners voted to ban all manu-
factured homes from 2,600 acres along the N.C.
Highway 16 corridor near the Anderson Mountain
area of the county, and banned single-section
homes from another 23 1 acres.^^ A similarly situ-
ated jurisdiction could leave itself open to charges
that the otherwise legitimate zoning decision was
a pretext for an improper decision based on con-
struction standards.
A challenge based on the dormant Commerce
Clause fared no better. Using the Pike test, which
both sides agreed governed the dispute, the court
first found legitimate local purposes for adopting
the criteria. These included the divisiveness of the
issue in Catawba County, and the desire to bal-
ance opportunities for affordable home ownership
with concerns for aesthetic standards and de-
creasing property values.^ By contrast the plain-
tiffs could only point to evidence that manufactur-
ers who had previously sold metal-on-metal
homes in the County no longer could. No concrete
evidence of lost sales or lost profit was shown,
nor was there evidence that a certain segment of
the market would be shut out from all new home
opportunities. In fact, the court found that, be-
cause manufactured homes are generally sold pur-
suant to installment sales contracts or other long
term financing arrangements, the cost to consum-
ers of complying with the criteria could be built
into the financing with only a de minimus impact
on a purchaser's monthly payment.'^* Under the
Pike test; the burden placed on the manufactured
home industry and its consumer base was not ex-
cessive to the declared local benefit.^^
The federal Eleventh Circuit Court of Ap-
peals^^ reached a similar conclusion in one of the
most recent cases decided, Georgia Manufactured
Housing Assn. v. Spalding County r'Spalding
County"). ^^ In reaching its conclusion, though, it
had to reverse the decision of the district court.
At issue in Spalding County was a zoning or-
dinance that placed manufactured homes into
certain categories based on ostensibly appearance-
related criteria. What the ordinance defined as a
"Class A" manufactured home had not only to
meet the HUD Code, but had to meet other criteria
including a width of greater than 16 feet, a roof
pitch of 4:12 or greater (four feet of rise for
twelve feet of horizontal run), roofing shingles
similar to those of site-built residential construc-
tion, exterior siding similar to that of site-built
residential construction and a masonry curtain
wall around the base of the home. "Class B"
manufactured homes also had to meet the HUD
Code, but none of the other additional criteria.
Class A homes were allowed by right in residen-
tial zoning districts, but Class B homes were al-
lowed only as exceptions.^*
The state trade association for the manufac-
tured housing industry, along with individual
manufacturers, retailers and county residents who
had been denied permits brought suit against the
County, attempting to invalidate the ordinance on
a number of grounds, including both preemption
and the dormant commerce clause. The District
Court for the Northern District of Georgia, agreed
that the 4:12 roof pitch requirements was both
preempted by the Act and violated the dormant
commerce clause.^'
That lower court held that the roof pitch re-
quirement conflicted with one of the stated pur-
poses of the Act, "to improve the quality and du-
rability of manufactured homes, " and was thus
preempted. The evidence before the court showed
that 4:12 roofs were inferior in both quality and
durability to roofs with a lower pitch because 4:12
roofs had to be built with a hinge system in order
to be fransported on state highways. The 4:12 roof
pitch requirement also substantially impeded
manufacturers' ability to comply with other safety
regulations in the HUD Code, including factory
installation of the venting and combustion air
systems and "wind load" requirements.^"
The district court also held against the County
on dormant commerce clause grounds. Using the
Pike balancing test, the court noted that the roof
pitch requirement caused significant problems to
manufacturers, both inside and outside Georgia,
with the potential to significantly increase costs to
both members of the industry, as well as the pur-
chasing public. By contrast, according to the court
the aesthetic value and value of compatibility with
site-built structures which underpinned a 4:12
roof pitch requirement was "minimal, at best."^'
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The Court of Appeals rejected both of these
arguments. As to preemption, the court reviewed
the Act, its legislative intent and implementing
regulations to conclude that the safety standards
preempted by the Act are those which protect
consumers from potential hazards associated with
manufactured housing. A roof pitch requirement
in a zoning ordinance is an aesthetic standard
having no basis in consumer protection, and thus
not preempted.^^
As to the Commerce Clause, the Court of Ap-
peals held the lower court used the wrong findings
for the Pike tests. The lower court focused on the
burden on commerce generally, rather than a spe-
cific burden on interstate commerce. It is that spe-
cific burden, though, that forms the basis for any
violation of the Commerce Clause.^^ The roof
pitch requirement creates significant problems in
the manufacturing process for both in and out-of-
state manufacturers, but the requirement imposes
the same burden on all manufacturers, regardless
of location. Laws that impose the same burden on
both in and out-of-state manufacturers usually do
not violate the Commerce Clause. Moreover, the
court held, price increases, in and of themselves,
generally do not violate the dormant Commerce
Clause. Effect on price goes to the legislative wis-
dom of the ordinance, not the burden on interstate
commerce.^''
The court pointed to two areas of evidence
that could show the specific burden on interstate
commerce: that which shows whatever housing is
built in lieu of HUD-Code manufactured homes is
provided by in-state suppliers, and that which
shows that a 4:12 roof pitch requirement will sig-
nificantly benefit the local site-built home market
at the expense of the manufactured home mar-
ket.-'^ The plaintiffs in Spalding County failed to
provide that kind of evidence to the court leading
the court to find that the burden on interstate
commerce, based on relevant evidence, weighed
in favor of the county.^^
The 1998 decisions in Catawba County and
Spalding County followed three decisions in 1996
from federal courts in Colorado and the Fifth Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals. The district court in Colo-
rado and the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals split
on the issue of preemption, although both ruled
against manufactured housing interests on the
dormant commerce clause issue.
In Colorado Manufactured Housing Associa-
tion V. Board of County Commissioners of the
County of Pueblo. ^^ the district court held that
zoning ordinances which distinguished between
HUD Code manufactured homes and modular
homes and prohibited HUD Code manufactured
homes in the jurisdiction while permitting modu-
lar homes was preempted by the Act. In chal-
lenging the plaintiffs' preemption claims, the de-
fendant Cities maintained that their respective
ordinances dealt only with land use and not with
the manner in which the homes were constructed.
Further, they claimed preemption wasn't applica-
ble because the purpose of the ordinances was to
regulate community appearance and protect the
tax base, not to impose safety and construction
standards on manufactured homes different from
the federal standards.^^ The court rejected the cit-
ies' claims. All zoning ordinances have the pur-
pose of regulating land use, the court said. Under
the cities' reasoning, an ordinance could impose
strict building and safety standards for manufac-
tured housing that clearly conflict with the HUD
Code, but preemption would clearly be inapplica-
ble because the overall "purpose" of the ordinance
was regulating land use. This reasoning is incor-
rect. "Under the preemption doctnne, if the local
and federal law conflict, the local law is invalid
and must be set aside... Either there is a conflict
requiring preemption, or no conflict and, thus, no
preemption."^^ Ordinances which require a fac-
tory-built home to comply with a building code
other than the HUD Code are in conflict with the
HUD Code, resulting in preemption.
The Court, in County of Pueblo, did not ad-
dress the issue of whether an ordinance that
banned all factory-built homes, regardless of
whether they were manufactured to the HUD
Code or a local building code, from a zoning dis-
trict was preempted. The Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit,'"' though, did reach that issue and
found no preemption in Texas Manufactured
Housing Association v. City of Nederland ("City
of Nederland"),"' decided only several months
after County of Pueblo .
In City of Nederland , the challenged ordi-
nance prohibited the placement of "trailer
coaches" within the City limits, defming a trailer
coach as "a transportable single family dwelling
unit which is or may be mounted on wheels suit-
able for year-round occupancy and containing the
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same water supply, waste disposal, and electrical
conveniences as immobile housing.'"*^ The City
had interpreted the ordinance to preclude HUD-
Code manufactured homes, but not modular
homes. The decision noted that unlike manufac-
tured housing, modular housing is not built on a
permanent chassis,''^ although in reality modular
homes can be built on a chassis and transported in
a manner similar to HUD Code manufactured
homes.
The court upheld the ordinance, although the
decision appears to conflict directly with an ear-
lier manufactured home zoning preemption case,
Scurlock V. City of Lynn Haven ("Scurlock").
decided by the Eleventh Circuit in IPSS."^ In
Scurlock, on which the plaintiffs in Citv of
Nederland relied, the City excluded factory built
homes from certain residential districts imless
they met local building codes, in essence banning
HUD Code manufactured homes while permitting
modular homes. The Citv of Nederland court dis-
tinguished Scurlock. though, because the Neder-
land ordinance, among other things, did not ex-
pressly link its provisions to local safety and con-
struction standards.*^ That is, the ordinance did
not on its face, distinguish between HUD Code
manufactured homes and modular homes. This
difference between the Nederland's ordinances
and that at issue in Scurlock led the Fifth Circuit
to the conclusion that what was required to show
preemption was evidence and an analysis of the
specific differences between the HUD Code and
whatever local building code was in use."* In fact,
much of the evidence at trial in Scurlock dealt
with specific differences between the HUD Code
and the Southern Standards Building Code and
electrical codes with which compliance was re-
quired before the city would permit a factory-built
home to be located within the particular zoning
district."' The plaintiffs in Citv of Nederland pro-
vided no such evidence or analysis.
Plaintiffs have not cited evidence that
identifies the actual requirements of the
local building code that HUD-code
homes fail to satisfy under the ordi-
nance This omission is fatal to plain-
tiffs claim that the ordinance is a
thinly veiled attempt to impose local
safety and construction standards on
HUD-code manufactured homes. The
relevant deposition testimony, taken as
a whole, does not distinguish between
local safety and construction standards
and all other aspects of local building
regulation (including the ordinance at
issue in this case.)"*
The court, in Citv of Nederland. also dis-
missed the Commerce Clause claims. The burden
on interstate commerce claimed was $900,000 in
lost sales over a three-year period, but this was
not the type of evidence sufficient to show a bur-
den for Commerce Clause purposes. The City's
ordinance treated in-state producers of manufac-
tured homes equally to out-of-state firms. The
Commerce Clause, through, protects interstate
markets, not particular interstate firms. For evi-
dence of lost manufactured housing sales to be
relevant, the plaintiffs would have to show that
the housing built in-lieu of HUD Code was and
will be provided by in-state producers. In short,
not only did plaintiffs have to show $900,000 in
lost sales, but that any homes sales which replaced
those lost to HUD Code manufactured homes
would be provided by in-state producers. The
plaintiffs did not provide this evidence."'
The benefit given by the City was protection
of property values and at least one appraisal pro-
vided by the City stated that the presence ofHUD
Code manufactured homes in a residential neigh-
borhood of conventional site-built homes had a
negative impact on property values. The plaintiffs
claimed that "numerous studies" concluded that
property values are not diminished by the pres-
ence of adjacent HUD Code manufactured homes,
but did not provide these studies to the court. This
left the court with no alternative but to find in fa-
vor of the City and uphold the lower court's ruling
that there was no genuine issue as to whether any
burden the ordinance may impose on interstate
commerce is clearly excessive to the local bene-
fits...'""
The Court, in County of Pueblo, left the
Commerce Clause issue for trial, but the eventual
outcome, decided after Citv of Nederland . was
identical.^' In fact, the district court rehed heavily
on the Citv of Nederland analysis in eventually
rejecting the Commerce Clause challenge.'^
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Guidelines for Planners and
other Decision Makers
What does the sum total of these recent cases
mean for manufactured home zoning? On the
whole, the cases appear to conflict on the issue of
preemption, and manufactured home proponents
have been frustrated in their attempts to attack
discriminatory ordinances on dormant Commerce
Clause grounds. Nevertheless, even though use of
the two doctrines have lost some of their luster,
especially challenges based on the Commerce
Clause, they retain some vitality and these recent
cases provide some broad direction for planners
and other decision makers.
An ordinance which explicitly distinguishes
between HUD Code manufactured homes and
homes built to the local building code, whether
factory-built or site-built, are suspect if HUD
Code manufactured homes are prohibited entirely
from a particular jurisdiction or zoning district,
Citv of Nederland notwithstanding." Not only is
the construction code the only inherent difference
between HUD Code manufactured homes and any
home built to a local building code, but attempting
to ban modular homes puts a jurisdiction in the
unenviable position of having to defend distin-
guishing between a site-built home and a factory-
built home constructed to the same code. A zon-
ing ordinance which distinguishes between HUD
Code manufactured homes and homes built to
local building codes based on anything other than
exterior appearance, such as plumbing hook-ups,
will also be suspect.
Appearance based regulations are more likely
to pass muster if there is a legitimate and ex-
pressed policy rationale to form a basis for the
restriction, preferably expressed prior to adopting
the restrictions. A part of what saved the ordi-
nance in Spalding County was the existence of
language in its comprehensive plan dealing with
aesthetic incompatibility. While the Spalding
County comprehensive plan wasn't adopted until
several months after the ordinance, that approach
could leave a jurisdiction open to charges that
concerns over aesthetic compatibility or property
values are simply a pretext for regulation based on
construction standards.
As cases like Catawba County and Spalding
County imply, statistical or empirical data is not
generally necessary for a local jurisdiction to jus-
tify legislative decisions like zoning. Such evi-
dence might go to the wisdom of the legislation,
but not the legality. When faced with data show-
ing no impact ofHUD Code manufactured homes
on adjacent residential property values, though,
the lack of any empirical data to support zoning
which discriminates
against HUD Code manu- feW
factured homes leaves j •
local governments vulner- l6glSLClllV6
able to charges that the decisionS OVer
challenged ordinance is -^ +• 1
simply a pretext for reSiaential
regulation based on ZOniUQ
construction standards, j
and has no relationship
engender
to actually protecting debate CIS
property values While ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^
no empincal data seems
to have been introduced OVeV
m these recent cases, fnanufaCtUVed
academic studies
_
indicating little or no im- nOUSing,






Few legislative , j
decisions over residential CiaSS ana
zoning engender debate community
as heated as that over ,
manufactured housing, ^CllUeS.
touching on issues as complex as class and com-
munity values. City councilpersons and county
commissioners faced with heated debate over
their legislative decision are too often confronted
by threats of legal action. Legal theories used to
limit legislative discrimination against HUD Code
manufactured homes, though, cannot be discarded
as the knee-jerk reactions of those on the losing
side of the zoning decision. The two constitutional
limitations addressed here, preemption and the
dormant Commerce Clause, have some vitality,
albeit a vitality limited in effectiveness over the
past few years. Local ordinances should address
the issues these doctrines raise as a way of keep-
ing the legislative decision making out of the
hands of the courts. ^^
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City of Nederland . 101 F.3d at 1095. In addition
to affirming the district court's decision (Cite to lower
court), City of Nederland also validated another federal
preemption case arising in Texas, Texas Manufactured
Housing Association v. City of La Porte . 974 F.Supp.
602 (S.D. Tex. 1996). The city in that case focused on
the perception of mobility and transportability of a
HUD Code manufactured home and the perceived ef-
fect on property values as the basis for excluding HUD
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Additionally, by state statute, cities and counties in
North Carolina "may not adopt or enforce zoning
regulations or other provisions which have the effect of
excluding manufactured homes from the entire zoning
jurisdiction." N.C. Gen. Stat. § 160A-383.1(c).
See , e.g. . Katherine Warner and Robert Johnson,
Manufactured Housing Impacts on Adjacent Property
Values (University of Michigan, January 1993); Guo-
qiang Shen and Richard A. Stephenson, The Impact of
Manufactured Housing on Adjacent Site-Built Resi-
dential Properties in North Carolina (East Carolina
University 1998). The East Carolina University study
examined the impact in Carteret County, Henderson
County, Pitt County and Wake County.
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call for papers
Carolina Planning is currently accepting articles and artwork for
the Summer, 1999 issue. Your article in this magazine will reach:
Every public planning office in North Carolina
DCRP alumni who are practicing planners, economic
development practitioners and community organizers
throughout the United States.
Libraries serving the country's top planning faculties
We print many different types of articles, including analytical
pieces, case studies, viewpoints, reviews and notes. Topics should
be relevant to practicing planners in the Southeast.
> Manuscripts should be no longer than 7500 words, except with
the editors' permission. Please submit two paper copies and one
copy on a 3.5" diskette in Microsoft Word or RTF format. E-
mail submissions are also welcome. Tables and graphics should
be camera-ready or in electronic format.
> All citations should follow the Journal of the American
Planning Association style, with endnotes used for explanatory
text.
> Authors should include their name, contact information and a 2-
3 sentence biographical sketch. Carolina Planning reserves the
right to edit articles accepted for publication, subject to the
author's approval.
Carolina Planning
Making the Land Use -
Water Quality Connection
An Assessment of Land Use
and Water Resource
Planning in North Carolina
Sara Hinidey and Edward J. Kaiser
In the summer of 1998, the N.C. Division of Community Assistance
fianded a study by the authors to examine the state of water quahty planning
in North Carolina. The study included a survey and evaluation of compre-
hensive/land use plans across the state. This article addresses the fmdings
from the survey and evaluations, and proposes guidelines for effective land
use and water resource planning.
From the study we conclude North Carolina communities are not yet ad-
dressing water quality in their comprehensive plans for future urban growth.
The local administrators we surveyed say water quality issues are important -
particularly the protection of public water supplies - but the plans we evalu-
ated do not reflect the magnitude of this concern. The plans, most notably,
fail to recognize the connection between land use and water resource plan-
ning, evidenced by their general inattention to water quahty issues and de-
velopment suitability analyses.
Part of the problem lies in the uneven quality of planning itself. For ex-
ample, we found that inadequate attention to the planning information base
tended to cut across all subjects, not just water resource issues. A small mi-
nority of communities have separate documents addressing water resources,
such as public water or sewer service area extension plans and stormwater
management ordinances. But the existence of such documents does not rem-
edy the failure of comprehensiveness. The connections between land use and
water quality must be addressed in a comprehensive land use, environmental,
and infrastructure plaiming process. The failure to draw those connections
adequately will ultimately handicap any policies or programs intended to ad-
dress water quality.
Methodology
The study included a survey of local administrators in every municipality
and county in the state. We received survey responses from 99 of the state's
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100 counties, 47 municipalities with populations
over 10,000, and 283 municipalities with fewer
than 10,000 people.' The study also involved an
evaluation of plans fi-om 44 counties, 22 cities
with populations over 10,000, and 32 cities with
fewer than 10,000 people.
The survey asked administrators about the
importance of particular water quality issues to
the community. The survey also asked whether
the community had a comprehensive or land use
plan, and ordinances relevant to water quality.
(See Figure 1 for the list of survey questions.)
The plan evaluation instrument addressed
both quality and scope of content in the 98 plans
surveyed. The instrument reflects our conviction
that land use and water quality are inextricably
related, and that water resources can be ade-
quately protected only by inclusion in good com-
prehensive land use plaiming. We divided the
evaluation into five elements: participation, val-
ues, information base, policies, and implementa-
tion. We recorded inclusion or omission of par-
ticular issues in plan component, and evaluated
the quality of the treatment of some plan ele-
ments. (See Figure 2 for an outline of the evalua-
tion instrument.)
Survey of Communities
Our survey revealed that the overwhelming
majority of local administrators believe protection
of public water supplies is the most important
water resource issue faced by their community.
We asked local officials to rate a list of 17 possi-
ble water quality issues as "very important,"
"somewhat important," or "not important." Table
1 lists the issues most often listed as "very im-
portant." Some 85 percent of North Carolina
counties and municipalities listed protection of
public water supplies as a "very important" issue;
and the proportion goes over 90 percent for cities.
The plan evaluations revealed a similar emphasis
- the strategy and value evidenced in the largest
number of plans was "urban growth and demand
for water supply."
Perhaps most notable is the number of issues
ranked as very important by a significant share of
respondents. At least half of local officials rated
the following as "very important:" expanding
wastewater collection/treatment capacity (56 per-
cent); protection/improvement of stream corridors
(54 percent for all places, but 61 percent in the
Table 1. Top 5 issues rated "very im-
portant" (ranked bypercentage)
CAMA Region
1. Protection of public water supplies (83)
2. Stormwater runoff (66)
3. Preservation/improvement of stream
corridor (61)
4. Expanding wastewater collection-
treatment capacity (56)
5. Failing septic tanks (56)
Al ' Regions
1. Protection of public water supplies (85)
2. Expanding wastewater collection-
treatment capacity (56)
3. Preservation/improvement of stream
corridor (54)
4. Stormwater runoff (51)
5. Erosion and sedimentation (48)
CAMA region); and stormwater nmoff (51 per-
cent for all places, but 66 percent in the CAMA
region and 61 percent of cities).
There is some variation in response by region
and type of government. Generally, counties and
towns placed higher importance on failing septic
tanks, agriculture runoff, protection of shell-
fish/fish habitats, and landfills. Cities were more
concerned with stormwater runoff, floodplain
management, small wastewater treatment plants,
and brownfields than were towns and counties.
Different areas of the state also have varying
concerns. Erosion and sedimentation were consid-
ered very important to 61 percent of mountain
communities (compared to 48 percent of all
places). Governments in the region affected by the
N.C. Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA)
answered "very important" more than other gov-
ernments for almost all water quality issues, and
significantly more in particular for protection of
habitats and failing septic tanks. When asked,
"what is the most important water quahty issue?",
half of the communities cite protection of public
water supplies. The proportion was fairly constant
over all types of jurisdictions and regions of the
state. Wastewater collection was the most impor-
tant water quality issue for 17 percent of
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Figure 1. Sample ofsurvey questions
Does your area have a plan which specifies the desired land use pattern or development policies
for your jurisdiction?
Does the plan specifically account for any state designated stream classifications?
Has the land use plan significantly influenced any water quality policy debates in the last five
years?
Was the location for the most recent wastewater treatment plant selected before or after the current
plan was written? If after, was selection of the site influenced by the current plan?
Is any part of your jurisdiction serviced by a separate water related utility?
Does your area have: Natural Hazard Mitigation plan, capital improvement program or plan,
public water service area extension plan, public sewer service area extension plan, zoning
ordinance, subdivision control ordinance, flood damage prevention ordinance, stormwater
management ordinance?
Figure 2. Summary ofplan evaluation
1. Participation: Forms of public participation • Characterization: verbal policies, land use
mentioned designation, small area plans, land
• Explanation of plan making process classification system
• Explanation of planning, the plan's purpose, or • Regulations: density bonuses, impact fees,
mission statement urban growth boundary, etc.
• Intergovernmental: mechanisms for
2. Values: Predominant values in plan intergovernmental coordination regarding
• Method used to express values (e.g. explicit or development, water quality, or wastewater
implicit, in one place or dispersed) treatment
• What goal drives the water quality focus of the • Plan extensions: e.g. water supply plan.
plan watershed management plan, small area plan,
capital improvement plan
3. Data CoUection & Analysis: (elements scored
fi-om 0-2) 5. Water Quality Policies (same as above)
General elements: population, economy, • Water quality issues addressed: e.g. sewer
existing land uses, etc. service area, agricultural runoff, wetlands
Land/Environmental: soil/geology; topography; • Water quality tools: e.g. riparian buffers.
land cover; habitats; etc. water conservation, critical areas
Water: water supply surface water; • Characterization ofpolicies: characterize
groundwater; sedimentation; etc. values driving water quality strategies
Other: air quality; solid waste disposal;
development suitability; etc. 6. Overall Quality Rating:
Demand/Capacity Analysis: future • Implementation
land/wastewater treatment/water demand; etc. • Monitoring and evaluation
Existing policies: state, federal, local policies • Water quality
and/or requirements • Development management mindset (e.g.
growth accommodating)
4. Intended Policies (elements scored 1 if •
referenced, included, or proposed, if not)
Complete plan
• Policies characteristics: are policies specific or
general, incorporate extra-local strategies
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places, a concern that was also fairly constant
among all local governments. Next in order of
priority were stormwater management and failing
septic tanks, though stormwater runoff is the sec-
ond most cited issue for larger municipalities.
Cities exhibited less variation in the issues con-
sidered "most important." Ninety-three percent
cited one of four issues: protection of public water
supplies, expanding wastewater collec-
tion/treatment capacity, stormwater runoff, or de-
fining water and sewer areas.
Just over half of all the survey respondents
have a land use or comprehensive plan. That fig-
ure varied widely by type of govenunent: 91 per-
cent of cities had plans, compared to only 39 per-
cent of towns and 7 1 percent of counties. The vast
majority - 85 percent - of all plans have been
formally adopted. Of the remainder, half have
been "formally accepted."
Plan Evaluation
We found some indications that comprehen-
sive plans are not following general guidelines for
good planning (e.g. those outlined by Kaiser,
Godschalk and Chapin in Urban Land Use Plan-
ning and the Growing Smart guidelines published
by the American Planning Association). Only a
slight majority of plans made connections be-
tween goals, objectives, and policies, and only 20
percent prioritized their proposals or strategies.
Most plans also lacked evaluation mechanisms or
criteria. The evaluation results for three sections,
values, information base, and policies are dis-
cussed below.
Plan section: Values
The values section of a comprehensive plan
provides the goals and objectives that will drive
the community's growth management strategies
and policies. The authors determined that most
plans based their approach on a narrow scope of
values. A majority of the plans' values sections
recognize the importance of accommodating ex-
panded need for water management systems: 60
percent value growth and demand for wastewater
treatment, and 63 percent value growth and de-
mand for water supply. An underlying assiraiption
behind these values seems to be that water is a
managed flow for basic domestic needs. Few
communities address water as an economic re-
source for commercial or tourist uses (only 32
percent), or as a natural resource with non-
commercial value (also 32 percent).
County governments value water quality inat-
ters more than city and town governments, the
evaluation results suggest. For example, 42 per-
cent of county governments value water as an
economic resource to be protected, while only 17
percent of cities and 25 percent of towns have this
perspective. A higher percentage of county plans
also emphasize the protection of water as a natural
resource - 36 percent - than city (26 percent) and
town (31 percent). County plans more often value
protection of the public water supply (62 percent,
versus 55 percent city and 43 percent town).
County and town plans are about equally likely to
address growth and demand for wastewater treat-
ment systems (67 percent) and more likely than
cities (54 percent). Cities are the most likely juris-
dictions to address growth in the demand for wa-
ter supply (83 percent, versus 74 percent county
and 81 percent town). These differences in value
orientation may reflect the variation in current
capacities: cities are more likely to have large
treatment facilities, whereas a growing town or
urbanizing county is more likely to be facing the
transition from septic systems to treatment plants.
Plan values also varied significantly region to
region. As expected, protection of water as an
economic resource and natural habitat was more
often cited in CAMA communities. Failing
wastewater treatment or septic tanks was cited
more often for counties than municipalities, and
for CAMA more often than non-CAMA commu-
nities (again, this may reflect the larger reliance
on septic systems by counties and CAMA com-
munities). Growth and demand for wastewater
treatment (60 percent overall) were cited for 70
percent of cities, and nearly 70 percent for the
fast-growing Piedmont region communities (com-
pared to around 50 percent for other regions).
Growth and demand for water supply followed a
similar pattern, ftotection or enhancement of
drinking water quality was identified as a driving
value in less than 50 percent of the plans (inter-
esting given the overwhelming prioritization of
protection of public water supply by survey re-
spondents). Finally, "meeting state requirements"
was cited as the primary value for nearly 70 per-
cent of CAMA plans, compared to 45 percent of
all plans, and 68 percent of town plans (See Table
2).
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Table 2. Values driving water-relatedfocus ofthe plan 's values and policies sections.
Percent of Percent of
Value values sections policies sections
Growth and demand for water supply 63 78
Growth and demand for wastewater treatment 60 64
Meeting state requirements 45 47
Protection or enhancement of drinking water quaUty 40 45
Protection of economic resource 32 35
Protecting water as a natural resource (non-commercial value) 32 37
Protection of aquatic environment (habitat) 24 31
Failing wastewater treatment system 21 26
Protecting water quality for other communities 7 8
Plan section: Information base
Our evaluation of the information base of plans
revealed the greatest shortcomings, and gave us
some insight into the reason for overall mediocre
quality of the plans. The creation of an adequate
information base is perhaps the most expensive
and time-consuming aspect of plan-making, but it
is vital because it affects the quality of the ele-
ments that follow. We were particularly dismayed
to find a very weak synthesis of those information
elements that were included. For example, land
suitability analyses were rarely included and few
plans adequately
treated the relation-
ship among data ele-
ments. In most com-
munities, the infor-
mation base appears
to flinction more as a
reflexive preparatory
step to policy-making,
rather than as a sig-





in their planning in-
formation base reflect their general values as de-
scribed above. Over 80 percent of the plans pro-
vide adequate discussion of water supply systems
and wastewater management, and roughly a
quarter of those plans include relatively sophisti-
cated discussion of these issues. However, fewer
than half of the plans include projections of future










also include little information about natural water
systems, including wetlands, groimdwater, and
non-water supply surface bodies. The plans' in-
formation bases are particularly deficient regard-
ing the sources of hazardous materials, sedimen-
tation, erodable soils, and the effect of agriculture
on wetlands. Plans rarely include information on
topography and land cover. Development suit-
ability analysis, identification of critical areas,
fiittire water and wastewater demand, and even
land development projections are included in only
about half the plans, and are rarely mapped.
We also compared each plan to a list of water-
related information elements, including both natu-
ral resource water issues and issues directly re-
lated to public water supply. Water supply from
siu-face water, the most commonly included in-
formation, is addressed by fewer than 50 percent
of the plans. CAMA plans are significantly more
likely than non-CAMA plans to include water-
related information, particularly natural hazards
(92 percent compared to 40 percent non-CAMA),
wetlands (78 percent to 24 percent), water quality
conditions (58 percent to 26 percent), and agri-
cultural impacts (27 percent to 8 percent).
We were particularly dismayed by the inade-
quate attention to capacity and suitability analysis.
Demand and capacity analysis is needed to pro-
vide a consistent set of projections for planning
efforts and to ensure that future development pat-
terns do not jeopardize the quality of water supply
or other water resource. Just imder half of the
plans included projections of fiature land use, wa-
ter use, or wastewater treatment demands. Fewer
than half (46 percent) identified land control areas
(i.e. annexation or expansion of extraterritorial
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jurisdiction). Land development trends and pro-
jections were more commonly analyzed; 60 per-
cent of plans included them, and a third of those
plans received high scores for the treatment of the
element.
Plan section: Intendedpolicies
The policy sections of most plans consist of
general policy statements, rather than specific,
measurable actions. Plans are particularly unlikely
to include spatially-explicit policies. We charac-
terized each plan as a land use design, develop-
ment management, and/or land classification plan
(plans could be marked as multiple types). 8 1 per-
cent of plans include verbal statements or actions
(sometimes without explicit spatial designations).
Just over half of the plans include clusters of poli-
cies associated with explicit spatial districts (such
as "urban transition districts" or "conservation
districts"). Land use designs (for either an entire
jurisdiction or small areas within a jurisdiction)
are included in just over a third of plans. Those
land use plans only occasionally designated areas
for future expansion of water and sewer services,
or annexation.
Inclusion ofwater-related strategies
The most notable finding of our study was the
difference between the number of communities
placing a high priority on public water supply (83
percent) and the number of communities who ad-
dressed protection of the public water supply in
their policies (barely 50 percent). Fifty-nine per-
cent include provisions for a sewer service area,
and 41 percent address on-site wastewater treat-
ment. Policies regarding natural water processes
and human impact on these systems are even less
common. About a third of the plans specify some
sort of wetlands protection, storm water manage-
ment or sedimentation and erosion prevention.
The plans are even less assertive in addressing
human pollutants to water systems. Less than 20
percent feature provisions to mitigate agricultural
runoff or hazardous materials.
Relatively few plans include development
management tools that specifically address water
quality. Best management practices (both urban
and rural), storm water detention systems, and
storm water detention systems are each included
in only 20 percent of plans. Critical area or over-
lay district designation is used by 35 percent of
plans, in large part because CAMA communities
are required to use it; the designation is rarely
used by non-CAMA communities. Plans more
commonly use typical development management
tools: zoning or subdivision ordinances (84 per-
cent), infi-astructure, provision of services and
capital improvements to manage growth (55 per-
cent), control of the type and mix and density of
land use (50 percent), and control of structural and
site design (48 percent). Particularly in larger
communities, water quality issues may be ad-
dressed in a separate water resource plan, and
some growth management tools may be included
in single-issue plans (particularly capital im-
provement plans). We found that although many
communities do have plans in addition to a com-
prehensive plan, water-related plans are the least
common plan extensions. While transportation
plans were referenced or proposed in 75 percent
of community plans and capital improvement
plans in 45 percent; water supply plans were pro-
posed in only 43 percent; open space, recreation,
or greenway plans in 40 percent; storm water
management plans in 27 percent; watershed man-
agement plans in 31 percent; and wastewater
treatment plans in 34 percent. The survey ques-
tionnaire produced similar results: 35 percent of
respondents said they have a capital improve-
ments plan, but fewer than a quarter have public
water or sewer service area extension plans.
Nearly half have a flood damage prevention ordi-
nance but only 15 percent have a storm water
management ordinance.
Are theplans influencing,
or influenced by, water quality decisions?
One measure of the quality of a plan's treat-
ment of water resource issues is whether the plan
has already been usefiil in addressing such issues.
We asked local administrators to indicate the re-
lationship, if any, between their comprehensive
plan and the siting of a wastewater treatment
plant. The plan significantly affected the location
of the wastewater treatment plant in only 15 per-
cent (4 of 26 communities) of those communities
where their current plans were written prior to the
location of the wastewater treatment plants. Con-
versely, the location of the wastewater treatment
plants significantly influenced the land use plans
in only 20 percent (22 out of 1 12 communities) of
those communities where the wastewater tieat-
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ment plants were in place when the current plans
were written. The percentage is even lower for
mountain jurisdictions and for communities under
10,000. Only 17 percent of local jurisdictions with
land use plans claim that the plans significantly
influenced any water quality policy debates in the
last five years. One reason for this lack of con-
nection may be the quality of the plans; most
plans we reviewed could not in practice provide
guidance for resolving a water quality decision.
Guidelines: Ways to better address
water resource issues in land use plans
Good water resource protection can only be
accomplished in conjunction with good land use
planning. In order to protect water quality, com-
munities must have a land use and water resource
plan that work together, although they may be
separate documents or included as separate ele-
ments in a comprehensive plan. Both the land use
plan and the water resource plan must recognize
the fundamental reciprocity of the relationship
between land use and water resources. The future
land use plan must incorporate the technology,
economics, and natural processes that govern wa-
ter resource planning. Similarly, water resource
plans must be consistent with proposed fiiture
land use patterns. Elements of the plans must be
designed in consideration of each other. In addi-
tion, they must be developed jointly, each part
consistent with and reinforcing the other.
Three elements are critical to the development
of this connection.
1. Both land use and water resource plans
should be based on a common, consistent, and
persuasive set of facts and assumptions. Most
importantly, the demand estimates for land and
location that drive the land use plan should be
based on the same population and economic fore-
casts as the demand estimates for water and
wastewater treatment used in water resource
plans. (In that way, both the land use and water
resource planning will share the basic assumption
about future size and shape of the community to
be accommodated.) Similarly, planning should be
based on a thorough baseline of information about
carrying capacity of the area and potential envi-
ronmental threats.
2. The two plans should have compatible fu-
ture spatial designs. For that to happen, the dis-
tribution of future land uses and densities should
be analyzed and summarized by existing and pro-
posed water and sewer service areas, as well as by
sensitive environmental areas such as watersheds,
flood plains, and wetlands. That is, the plan
should estimate the future intended population,
employment, and water/sewer-sensitive land uses
(which represent demand for water and sewer
services) not just for the entire jurisdiction but by
each separate water and sewer service area. Simi-
larly, high risk impacts should be summarized by
sensitive environmental areas.
3. The land use plan should use land suitabil-
ity maps in exploring options for the future
land use pattern of a community. These maps
represent assessments of the variation in suitabil-
ity of areas for future urban development, as well
as agricultural and natural resource uses and eco-
logical processes. Those analyses and explorations
should include the feasibility and economy of ex-
tending water and sewer infrastructure, as well as
the usual assessments of accessibility and physical
features of the land. In that way, proposed future
land use designs can incorporate infrastructure
design principles and thus reflect responsible in-
frastructure planning including water and sewer
infirastructure. The suitability analysis should also
reflect relative vulnerability of environmental
features and processes to land use changes and
thus promote environmentally responsible land
use designs, as well as water and sewer planning.
The following sections provide further guid-
ance for each element of the community plan.
Informationfor goodplanning
The information base, in addition to including
specific and consistent assumptions about future
population and economic growth, should be in-
formed by studies of existing land use, including
classifications based on the impact of the use on
water resources. For example, uses might be clas-
sified as high risk, medium risk, and low risk to
water quality. Land supply should not only be as-
sessed for its market-oriented suitability (i.e., as-
sessing factors that affect the costs of develop-
ment and consumer preferences about locations),
but also for the vulnerability of development to
environmental hazards at that location, the vulner-
ability of environmental systems to development
at that location, and the reasonableness of exten-
sion of infrastructure.
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To conduct the appropriate suitability studies,
it is necessary to construct data inventories for at
least three categories of natural resources:
• Natural resources to be respected (e.g., state-
designated streams and watersheds, ground-
water recharge areas, wetlands, and other ar-
eas of environmental concern);
• Land characteristics affecting suitability for
development and potential of development to
cause environmental degradation (e.g., steep
slopes, erodable soils); and
• Cultural and historic sites.
In addition to the studies of land use, land sup-
ply, and environmental resources, the information
base should examine the existing community fa-
cilities with special attention to pubhc water sup-
ply systems, wastewater management systerns,
and storm water and flood plain management fa-
cilities and policies. These studies should map and
inventory the conditions and capacities of existing
facilities and proposed changes in those systems;
including existing and planned service area
boundaries. For larger water supply systems, the
inventory should include sources of supply, treat-
ment works, storage facilities, and distribution
networks. Where groundwater is used for public
water supply sources, the plan should include an
assessment of groundwater quality and map the
locations of well-heads and well-head protection
areas. Any necessary new water supply water-
sheds should be addressed and delineated. The
inventory of wastewater management systems
should be equally detailed, with special attention
to parts of the system with inadequate capacity
and where there are known overflows, bypasses,
and threats to public health, including problems in
unsewered areas.
The information base should include studies
of existing water resource policies, including their
geographic boundaries, implications for future
land use change, implementation issues, and gov-
ernment capabilities (administrative, financial,
legal) to modify and extend its development and
environmental management programs. State and
federal policies or plans with implications for lo-
cal development, and their relationship to local
policy, should be described. For example, state
water quality classifications for segments of
streams and lakes should be identified, with re-
lated assessments of how well those segments
support their designated uses.
Goals, objectives, andpriorities
The values section should include both goals -
ideal future conditions to which the community
aspires - and objectives - which are measurable
intermediate achievements leading to progress on
goals. Objectives also serve as benchmarks in the
monitoring component of the plan (See Figiires 3
and 4.)
The values component of the plan should in-
corporate natural resource goals explicitly, in-
cluding goals and standards mandated by state and
federal policy which the local government is le-
gally or politically bound to implement. For ex-
ample, state programs such as the water supply
watershed classifications include both explicit and
implicit water quality protection goals, which
should be included in the community's plan. They
also include the commimity's judgments about
levels of water and sewer services required and
environmental qualities which are valued. These
judgments and values will determine infi-astruc-
ture capacity needs and environmental protection
programs.
Intendedpolicies
The proposed policies and programs of the
plan should incorporate land-oriented policies,
general policies about environmentally sensitive
land use patterns and development practices, as
well as policy maps of intended service areas, en-
vironmentally sensitive areas, and non-urban use
areas. Beyond that level of policy, the land use
plan can incorporate water and sewer plans and
particular environmental protection plans (e.g., a
watershed land management plan) by reference or
by summarizing them within the land use plan.
Ideally, plans should utilize both the land use and
land classification formats to indicate the future
land development pattern. As described at the
beginning of this section, the plans should be de-
veloped in conjunction with water resource plan-
ning for the community.
A land classification plan should delineate
those areas of the planning jurisdiction where de-
velopment should not occur, such as environ-
mental-conservation areas, areas to be preserved
for agriculture, or lands suitable for development
only in the long-term. Policies for these areas
should be combined in the land classification plan
with areas designated environmentally-sensitive
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Figure 3. Orange County Comprehensive Plan
This plan 's strong information base in-
cluded information like thefollowing:
Water resources
Watersheds: mapped and analyzed by river
basin, with description of existing protection
measures, communities serviced, and head-
waters.
Geology and eroundwater yields : includes
description and map of principal rock types,
assessment of rainfall and yield by season, and
assessment of contamination problems. Also
includes tables showing tj'pe of water source
for all housing units summarized by township
and number of wells and well yields for each
principal rock type.
Floodplains : includes description and map
of 100-year floodplains and alluvial/hydric
soils, and a table illustrating the frequency and
duration of flooding and water table depth by
type of soil.
Wetlands : includes a discussion of the en-
vironmental benefits that wetlands provide, an
assessment of the type and nature of wetlands
in the region, and a description and map of
wetlands using information from the National
Wetlands Inventory, LANDSAT satellite data,
and field surveys.
Land resources
Soil conditions : includes tables and maps
showing method of sewage disposal for all
housing units by township, assessment of soil
limitations for septic tank absorption fields,
and for dwellings without basements.
Plant and animal resources
Includes maps of wildlife corridors, vege-
tation, and habitats, and assigns each natural
area a rating for significance, integrity, and
threat.
The information base concludes with iden-
tification and mapping of primary and secon-
dary conservation areas, and a Development
Constraints Map, which consists of overlays
for floodplains, steep slopes, and impermeable
soils. I*rimary Conservation areas include
"sensitive envirormiental resources, histori-
cally significant sites, and features considered
unbuildable because of their limitations or in-
herent unsuitability for development."
Figure 4. Illustrative goals and policy statement
(from Orange County Comprehensive Plan)
Goal Five : Direct growth to areas where it is
desirable and can be accommodated
Policies/Actions
5.1 Designate land in water supply watersheds
which encircles the water supply im-
poundment and which drains directly into
the impoundment and into the main chan-
nels of trunk sfreams feeding the im-
poundment as Water Quality Critical Ar-
eas, not suitable for moderate to high den-
sity residential development or nonresi-
dential development.
Goal Nine : Efficient provision of water and
sewer services
Policies/Actions
9.1 Develop and implement a cooperative
joint planning process among municipali-
ties and other agencies responsible for
water and sewer services in the county, to
guide extensions in accordance with the
land use plans and policies of the affected
jurisdictions.
9.2 Establish a joint Urban Services Area for
municipalities A, B, and C that will corre-
spond to the 20-year transition areas of
their coordinated municipal land classifi-
cation plans.
9.3 Prohibit water and sewer services in areas
designated Water Quality Critical areas,
except to address emergency situations.
Goal ten : Clean and safe water supplies ade-
quate to meet future needs of the residents of
the county.
Policies/Actions
10.1 Adopt and implement policies which
specify land use patterns and intensities of
development in water supply watershed
and watershed critical areas that will
minimize potential adverse impacts on
water quality.
10.2 Designate prime future reservoir sites to
protect those areas from adverse develop-
ment impacts while ensuring that inappro-
priate restrictions are not placed on a large
proportion of the population or land re-
sources of the county.
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by state policy and locations where water quality
is an issue.
The plan should also include an intended de-
velopment management program, which may be
one integrated program or organized into separate
parts. For each component, the development pro-
gram should specify its content, geographic
boundaries or location, relative priority and tim-
ing, and the agency responsible for implementa-
tion. Finally, the development management pro-
gram should be followed by a monitoring and
evaluation plan that is integrated into the imple-
mentation process.
Conclusions
The Coastal Area Management Act:
A model?
CAMA has raised the baseline standard of
planning, especially regarding water quality is-
sues. CAMA plans (See Figure 5 for CAMA
counties) are stronger than plans elsewhere in ad-
dressing water management as part of a natural,
environmental process. CAMA plans address
wetland protection more than Piedmont and
mountain municipality plans. Ninety-one percent
of CAMA plans provide adequate protection of
wetlands, compared to less than 20 percent of
non-CAMA plans. Protection of aquatic environ-
ment is stronger in CAMA plans - it was evident
in 78 percent of CAMA plans compared to about
20 percent ofnon-CAMA plans. CAMA plans are
also consistently stronger than non-CAMA plans
in their treatment of water quality issues related to
human-made water management systems. Over 75
percent of these plans address protection of the
public water supply, sewer service area and on-
site wastewater treatment/septic use. However,
CAMA produced few model plan elements, and
the overall quality ratings of CAMA plans were
not significantly better than non-CAMA plans. In
particular, CAMA plans are weak in prescribing
goals and strong overarching policies. They
ranked significantly behind non-CAMA plans in
specifying a pattern of future land uses.
Although the CAMA program does not require
regional planning efforts, it arose from the focus
on the statewide and regional impacts of multiple
local plans on water and air quality. By requiring
localities to create plans and follow a set of
guidelines, CAMA has certainly improved the
state of plaiming in the coastal region, but it has
not led to an integrated regional planning effort.
CAMA could further improve the state of plan-
ning by requiring a stronger connection between
information base and strategy, inclusion of a land
use design, and regional policy coordination for
protection of environmental resources and proc-
esses on the coast.
Implicationsfor regional
and statewideplanning efforts
Community plans, even CAMA plans, do not
adequately address statewide requirements or in-
tergovernmental cooperation. Whether a plan ac-
counts for and adequately incorporates existing
polices at other levels of government will affect
Figure 5. Status ofland useplanning in North Carolina, by county.
I I
CAMA counties
Status of land use plan
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the implementation of the plan, particularly for
issues that have regional implications or that are
affected by extraterritorial development patterns.
Approximately half of all survey respondents in-
dicated that their plans accounted for state-
designated stream and watershed classifications,
with significant variation among types of jurisdic-
tions (fewer than 40 percent of municipalities,
compared to approximately 70 percent for coun-
ties and for CAMA region communities). Fewer
than half of the plans mentioned state policies and
requirements in their information base, about the
same proportion that mentioned other local ordi-
nances and plans. Only 27 percent of the policy
sections referenced regionally coordinated or
state-wide strategies, and 35 percent proposed
mechanisms for intergovernmental coordination.
The existence of consistently strong compre-
hensive plans across the state will still not ensure
the protection of water quality. The types of issues
faced by the communities we surveyed reveal the
need for regional efforts to protect water re-
sources. For example. Orange County contains
streams feeding public water supplies in Orange,
Durham, Chatham, Person, and Alamance coun-
ties. State requirements can be used to ensure
minimum levels of protection of such streams, but
in many cases communities will be unable to im-
plement strategies for protection without coordi-
nating with adjacent communities. Existing joint
city/county plarming efforts provide rough models
for interjurisdictional plan-making, but communi-
ties need guidance on how to devise intergovern-
mental strategies for particular resource protection
issues that cross county boundaries. The state
could promote regional planning by providing
such models in conjunction with a set of general
planning guidelines similar to those we have out-
lined here. Such guidance could help communities
achieve the water resource goals that are so im-
portant to the sustainability of their future devel-
opment.^^
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Endnotes
' For simplicity, we refer to municipalities under
10,000 population as "towns" and municipali-
ties over 10,000 as "cities."
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Who Pays in the End?
Residential Developers' 'Rule of Thumb'
and the Incidence of Regulatory Costs
Michael I, Luger and Kenneth M. Temkin
Since the turn of the century, governments have placed restrictions on the
location and characteristics ofnew buildings, the primary reason being the rec-
ognition that new construction created negative side-effects for surrounding
residents.' Consequently, it is difficult for most housing analysts to advocate
eliminating all government regulations relating to housing production. How-
ever, there is disagreement among housing policy observers about what level
of regulations is socially desirable. The key task of researchers is to establish
the costs of regulation so that the benefits of these regulations, which accrue
both to the home buyer and residents of the larger neighborhood, can be com-
pared to the costs incurred by housing consumers. Therefore, proper measure-
ment ofregulation costs is an essential element of any policy debate surround-
ing regulatory reform of the housing development process.
Many studies have attempted to quantify the effect of government regula-
tions on home prices. A large number of these studies identified a positive and
significant relationship between home prices in a given geographic area and the
presence ofregulations, such as large-lot zoning requirements, growth controls
and subdivision standards (for an excellent review of this large body of litera-
ture see Fischel 1990). Moreover, some housing market analysts argue that
home ownership has moved beyond the reach of many Amencan families be-
cause of the costs associated with complying with uimecessary government
regulations.^ While providing some evidence of the effect of government regu-
lations, there has been little research about the decision process used by devel-
opers when faced with government regulations. Therefore, previous studies
have concluded that regulatory costs have one of two effects. Some studies
show costs are passed forward on a dollar-for-dollar basis to consumers in the
form of higher prices. Alternatively, some studies show government regulations
are passed back to landowners in the form of lower values for developable
land.'
In this article, we argue that the ratio of the effects of regulations on home
prices to the costs borne by developers is greater than one. Many developers
work under a "rule-of-thumb" that home prices should be between two to four
times the price paid for land. Consequentiy, government regulations that
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result in relatively small increases in land costs can
result in large increases in the asking price for new
home. For example, a regulation that results in an
additional $10,000 in costs to the developer would
acmally be passed on to the buyer as a $20,000 to
$40,000 increase in final costs. Obviously, market
conditions wiU affect the ultimate price paid by con-
sumers; however, to a certain extent, new home prices
will reflect some multiple of regulatory costs associ-
ated with the development process. If so, regulators
must be aware that regulations with seemingly modest
effects on land prices may result in relatively high
increases to newly constructed home prices.
The remainder of this article is organized into four
sections. The next section presents a schematic model
of a developea-'s decision calculus along with a discus-
sion ofhow government regulations affect the devel-
opment process. In the third section, we develop a
model to explain why government regulations would
have a multiphed effect on prices. In the fourth sec-
tion, "Methods and Analysis," we present our research
methodology and results. The final section provides a
discussion of the policy impHcations of our findings.
A Conceptual Framework
Figiire 1 illustrates a developer's decision calcu-
lus. The model is predicated on the assumption that a
developer has some predetermined notion of both the
types of regulations they will face and the time needed
to complete the project. Therefore, a developer's
decisions wiU reflect the answers to several questions.
Did they know beforehand what the restrictions were,
and then factor them into project planning? How did
he or she respond to the restrictions: By seeking to
change them? By offering less for the land than he or
she otherwise would? By changing project design? By
changing the pricing of units? Or did he or she miscal-
culate the costs or delays so that the bottom line was
reduced?
The development environment that exists when a
developer contemplates a project includes several
components. There is the aspect of market demand
(the types of units the buying pubhc wants bmlt), an
element affected by macxoeconomic conditions, demo-
graphics, and tastes. The financial resources available
to the developer is a factor affected by macroeconomic
conditions and the developer's past success. The
development environment also incorporates the regu-
latory miheu, which includes apphcable ordinances
and statutes, precedent, and practice in particular
places.
Once a developer decides to embark on a project
(taking into account the three factors just discussed),
he or she attempts to find land that is "priced right."
That may mean land that is part of a bankruptcy or
under Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) control ~
resulting its being priced under market value. On the
other hand, the parcel may be so large that it is afford-
able for only well-capitalized buyers. The developer's
search for the right price may also mean a seller will
accede to terms the developer considers favorable,
including a discoimted sale price, or a sale conditional
on obtaining necessary approvals.
The price of land should reflect whether it has ap-
provals in place. If it does, building can begin prior to
final approvals for foundations, hookups, or other
such items. There may be delays, but they normally
will be shorter than in the absence of prior approvals.
When land is bought without approvals, the developer
must seek them. Whether or not a developer paid a
"proper price" for land will depend on how long and
costly the approval process was relative to what he or
she expected. A developer obviously wants to get to
the sellout stage as quickly as possible. If there are
unexpected delays along the way, market demand may
have changed, making the product hard to sell at the
desired price. If land is bought outright, there are also
carrying costs associated with delays.
Both the timing of the development process and
the accuracy of all actors' expectations determine the
incidence of the regulatory burden. In a world of
perfect information — no stirprises — and complete
mobihty of capital, stricter requirements for develop-
ers and longer delays would not negatively affect
developers in the long run. If they acted rationally,
they would not stay in the development business if
they could not earn a risk-adjusted, economy-viide,
average rate of return. Rather than tie their resources
up in building, and earning, say, a 6 percent rate of
return, they would seek higher returns by, say, invest-
ing in equities or manufacturing widgets. That would
reduce the supply ofhousing being buUt and raise the
price because of excess demand. That should induce
more builders into the regulated market. Consequently,
the likely long-run incidence is either on homebuyers,
who pay higher prices, or on landowners, who receive
lower offers, or both.
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Figure 1: Model ofa developer's decision-making process
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However, the incidence of regulation costs is also
affected by the fact that there is a limit on what home-
buyers can spend annxiaUy for a house, normally about
30 percent of gross income. As the cost of regulation
drives up housing prices, demand falls and the bottom
end of the housing market drops out, leaving mostly
high-end houses in the building pipeline. Thus, lower
and middle-income households bear the burden, not
simply through higher home ownership costs, but
through the unavaUabUity ofhomes in their price range.
Presumably, rents rise as well, in which case there is a
loss of consumer surplus. Or there could be a welfare
loss due to doubling up, Uving with parents, Uving
farther away from work where housing is less expen-
sive, and so on.
The outcomes of the regulatory processes we de-
scribe may deviate from what legislators and regulators
intended when drafting statutes, ordinances, and rules.
For example, staff shortages tend to create delays in
appUcation reviews. In addition, miiltiple reviews at
different levels of government extend the permitting
timeline and may lead to inconsistent discretionary
requirements. Also, regulators who have some flexibil-
ity (to accommodate a wide range of sound proposals)
sometimes use it to deny or delay projects that may be
in technical coropliance but faU to meet the spirit of the
rules. Similarly, pubhc hearings and court appeals,
intended in part to ensure that government officials
foUow the rules, are also powerful tools for opponents
of developments. Foes can use hearings to poUticize an
appro\'al process and convince elected officials not to
foUow the rules, or to delay and/or kill projects.
A Model of the Effects
of Regulation on Home Prices
Our working hypothesis is that some costs of
regvilation resulting from factors discussed above will
result in price increases that are greater than the actual
costs borne by the developer. This hypothesis is based
on the simphfied housing production model in Equation
1:
H = AS"L^ (1)
H is the output of housing, measured as a bundle
that includes land and biuldings; S and L represent
structures and land, respectively; and A , a , and /3
are parameters that represent neutral technical progress
and the shares of structures and land in production.
respectively. Assuming constant or shghtly increasing
economies of scale, CC and fi will each be less than 1.
Differentiating (1) with respect to land ( 9 H/ 3 L),
and setting that equal to the real "rental rate" on land
(r), as would be appropriate in long-run equihbrium,




Here, pH is the cost ofhousing and rL is the cost
of the land required for its production. A doUar change
in the numerator on the right hand side, due, for exam-
ple, to regulation, changes the left hand side by more
than a dollar, as long as /3 is less than one. For exam-
ple, for a parameter value of 0.5, a dollar increase in
the cost of land (rL) woidd have to be accompanied by
a two-dollar increase in the cost ofhousing (pH) for the
equahty to hold.
The smaller )S is (less than one), the larger ApH
for any doUar change in rL. Since /3 is directiy pro-
portional to the elasticity of demand for housing with
respect to the price of land, we can see that less elastic
demand allows regulatory costs to be passed forward
more readily. Because land is unmobUe, there should be
a lower ovm-price elasticity of demand for it than for
structures (this was theorized by Sommervflle in 1996).
This hypothesis was tested using data collected from
builder/developers in New Jersey. A discussion of the
data and the results foUow in the next section.
Methods and Analysis
The results presented in this paper are derived
from a larger study of developers and regulators in New
Jersey and North Carolina.'* As part of the study we
conducted two types of primary data collection efforts.
The first type of data collected was from questionnaires
mailed to a stratified sample of 850 builders/developers
in New Jersey. (The sample was stratified in order to
ensure geographic coverage of the entire state.) Two
hundred biulders/developers throughout the state were
randomly selected to receive a "short" questionnaire;
longer questionnaires were sent to the remaining 650
buUder/developers in each of four regions: the New
York commuting shed; the Route 1 corridor; the Phila-
delphia commuting shed; and elsewhere in the state .
(Luger, et al., 1998, presents details of the survey
methodology, sampling strategy, and validity issues.)
Because our initial response rate was low (approxi-
mately 12 percent), we expanded our sample size for
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the short form by 300; we also sent several hundred
replacement questionnaires to the original sample.
The second type of data collected came from tele-
phone interviews with 66 builder/developers drawn
from the same sample as our mail survey. We divided
the interviewed parties into four panels. The first panel
of respondents was asked the following questions:
Assuming that there is a demand in your market for
completed homes selling for $500,000 on half-acre
lots:
In a typical case, what is the most you would put
into the hard costs to build the house and appur-
tenances (brick, lumber and direct labor?)
In a typical situation what is the most you would
pay for that improved lot, with all approvals in
place (construction, subdivision, and environ-
mental)? (Disregard the possibility ofadditional
costsfor impact fees, dedications, etc.)
Again in a typical case, what is the most you
would have paid for that same lot in a subdivi-
sion if approvals were in place, but without any
improvements?
What is the most you would have paid for that
same lot in a subdivision, but without either ap-
provals or improvements?
We also asked these questions to the same panel of
biiilder/developers for a $500,000 home on a two-acre
lot. Panel Two was asked the same questions for half-
and two-acre lots, but for a $250,000 selling price.
Panel Three was asked the questions for a $125,000
home on a half- acre lot, and Panel Four for a $750,000
home on two acres.
The "willingness to pay" questions are consistent
with the contingent valuation approach commonly used
in environmental research. In this case, our purpose
was to ascertain how builders value approvals and
improvements. We used differently valued properties to
account for possible non-linearities in the demand
curve. Table 1 reports the mean values.
Note that the price paid for improved, approved
land plus the cost of non-land improvements do not
sum to the selling price. In part, this is a consequence
of the data distribution (summing mean values); how-
ever there is also a profit margin to consider.
The table indicates the following rates of return to
builder/developers
:
For a $750,000 home on 2 acres: 23.7 percent
For a $500,000 home on V2 acre: 22.6 percent
For a $500,000 home on 2 acres: 25.3 percent
For a $250,000 home on V2 acre: 13.4 percent
For a $250,000 home on 2 acres: 8.9 percent
For a $125,000 home on V2 acre: 13.0 percent
Those estimates are consistent with what devel-
oper/builders claim in foUow-up interviews among a
subsample of questionnaire respondents: that higher
rates of return accrue to higher-valued property, per-
haps because the price elasticity of demand for housing
is relatively small for the highest income households,
allowing more regulatory costs to be passed forward.
(Note that the figures are rough proxies of actual rates
of return, because they do not include financing costs,
and are not annuahzed.) The longer a development
project takes, the lower the annualized rate of return,
which is the relevant indicator of financial viabihty.
The data in Table 1 roughly agree with our mail survey
responses from New Jersey builder/ developers. The
median price of new homes buUt by our respondents
was $236,000, and the median size of a developed lot
was 0.8 acres. The raw land component of that parcel
was $24,000, and the median per parcel cost for im-
provements was $27,900.
The responses in Table 1 can be translated into the
costs for approved, unimproved and improved, ap-
proved lots, as shown in Table 2.
The offering prices in the table are hypothetical.
For example, a developer would be willing to pay
$27 , 1 87 more for unimproved land with approvals than
for unimproved land without approvals for a planned
$500,000 home on half an acre. As expected, the more
expensive a home, the larger this difference. (Note that
the relatively small differences between the mean
values for one-half acre and two-acre lots were not
significant as measured by a t-test.) The first row in
each panel of the table also provides a basis for esti-
mating improvement costs, which range from 10.7
percent to 15.1 percent of the sales price. It is worth-
while to note that the written developer surveys re-
vealed that hypothetical cost of improvements, if
weighted by the mix of different-valued homes in New
Jersey, would be in the $22,000 range. The survey
responses indicated that per-lot improvements were
11.8 percent of the sales price.
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Table 1: Summary ofdeveloper survey results
Panel One: $500,000 house
1/2 acre lot 2 acre lot
Mean value No. responses Mean value No. responses
Non-land costs $273,077 13 1258,750 12
Improved lot 134,615 13 140,357 14
Raw approved land 84,545 11 78,654 13
Raw unapproved land 51,696 14 56,125 14
Panel Two: $250,000 house
1/2 acre lot 2 acre lot
Mean value No. responses Mean value No. responses
Non-land costs $135,845 25 $139,026 19
Improved lot 84,700 25 91,024 21
Raw approved land 46,888 20 55,515 17
Raw unapproved land 30,475 20 31,053 19
I
Panel Three: $125,000 house
1/2 acre lot
Mean value No responses
Non-land costs $76,024 21
Improved lot 34,643 21
Raw approved land 21,235 17
Raw unapproved land 17,343 19
Panel Four: $750,000 house
2 acre lot
Mean value No. responses
Non-land costs $404,417
Improved lot 201,758
Raw approved land 94,583
Raw vmapproved land 55,417
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Table 2: Costs ofapprovals and improvements
Panel One: $500,000 house
Mean value
1/2 acre lot
Improvements (for approved land) 155,000
Approvals (for unimproved land) 27,187





Panel Two: $250,000 house
Mean value
1/2 acre lot 2 acre lot
Improvements (for approved land) |42,511
Approvals (for unimproved land) 16,381




Panel Three: $125,000 house
Mean value
1 /2 acre lot 2 acre lot
Improvements (for approved land) |21,559
Approvals (for unimproved land) 1,983




Panel Four: $750,000 house
Mean value
1 /2 acre lot 2 acre lot
Improvements (for approved land) n/a
Approvals (for unimproved land) n/a-




Table 2 is based on the assumption that developers
have a target market in mind when undertaking proj-
ects, and changes in the cost of approvals affect the
pricing of land. However, this is an extreme assump-
tion. Consider, for example, a $125,000 house on a
half-acre lot. A landowner may agree to sell that lot
without approvals or improvements, not for $17,434,
but for $20,000. A developer would then assess
whether the extra $2,600 could be passed onto a buyer,
or if he or she could Mve with a lower rate of return.
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The answer depends on market conditions in a particu-
lar place at a particular moment in time (as reflected in
the price elasticity of demand).
The issue of the incidence of cost changes for
structures and land was addressed empirically by
SomerviUe (1996). He demonstrated that unexpected
changes in the cost of land, such as those due to unan-
ticipated regulatory delays, are borne in the short run
by builders or developers in lower profits, but unex-
pected increases in the cost of a structure can be passed
on to consumers in higher fmal prices. Therefore,
"bunder behavior would be expected to be much more
sensitive to land costs because they directly affect the
builder's bottom line^". Over time, diminished supply
would affect prices through normal supply and demand
adjustments.
In addition to being supported by the contingent
valuation data, the rule-of-thumb multipher is also
evident in our analysis of mail surveys from New
Jersey builder/developers. Eight respondents estimated
the median increase in the price of a house due to
zoning restrictions (which required them to change the
design and/or layout of their projects) to be $50,000.
Using the multiplier of 4.0 for the ratio between sales
price changes and raw land price value, that estimate
should translate backward into a raw land price differ-
ence of $12,500. Indeed, the respondents who provided
an estimate of the change in raw land value due to
zoning restrictions gave a median figure of approxi-
mately $7,000. The higher impUed multiplier (close to
7.0) is most likely an artifact of the small unrepresen-
tative sample of builder/developers responding to that
question, but it is of the right order of magnitude.
These findings indicate that there is more than a
housing prices, the extent of which wUl vary from
project to project depending on local conditions, house
size, land-to-structures ratio, and other factors. This
translation occurs whether the cost of regulation is
accounted for in the non-land (structures) or land
component of the housing biondle, since both share
parameters, j3 and a, , are less than 1. However, it is
greater for those elements of land costs since /3 <a
.
That relationship helps us tinderstand the relation-
ship between home prices and regulation costs in some
of the survey responses. Builder/developers indicated,
for example, that open space set-asides caused them to
raise the price of a median finished unit by $3,500.
Using a multiplier of 4.0, that means that the actual
outlay for additional land was about $900 per unit.
Similarly, delay costs tend to translate into higher sales
prices with this multipher effect. For example, we
noted earher that each 12-month delay adds approxi-
mately $1,500 per unit in additional carrying costs,
which would translate into at most $6,000 more for a
buyer. These price translations reflect long-run re-
sponses to regulatory costs; in the short-term, builders
react in a variety of ways to regulatory costs.
While our findings are based on a relatively small
sample, the consistency of the results derived from both
the contingent valuation and survey data suggest that a
rule-of-thumb is used in practice by developers when
determining the optimal capital/land ratio of production
costs. Increases in the cost of raw land or the cost of
improved land are passed along to consumers in
amotmts greater than the costs paid by developers.
Lx)cal circimistances dictate the ultimate incidence of
government regulations, but buUder/developers attempt
to maintain a fixed capital/land cost ratio when devel-
oping an initial asking price. The pohcy inqjhcations of
this result are discussed in the concluding section.
Conclusions and Policy Implications
The fact that the elasticity of demand for housing
with respect to price is less than zero has another
important consequence: a dollar added to the price of
land due to the capitalization of the required regulatory
approval adds more than a dollar to the final selling
price. That multipher ranges from two to six, depend-
ing on the value of the property being sold as well as on
the way land-price is measured (with or without im-
provements in place). In general, a multipher of four is
not unreasonable; this means that when a developer
expects regulation to cost a doUar (substantively or in
procedural delay), on average he or she will attenpt to
increase by $4 the price of the houses being built.
The phrase "on average" is important, because
survey data showed a wide range of actual experiences
among builder/developers. Of 57 respondents to a
question about the incidence of subdivision require-
ments, for example, 19 indicated they changed the offer
price for land, and 19 said they changed the pricing of
units. Similarly, of 64 respondents, 22 said stringent
zoning affects their offer-prices for land, while 10 said
it affected their selling prices. In addition, 74 of 230
respondents indicated lower land-price offers in re-
sponse to environmental regulations, while 39 said they
charged more for a house. Moreover, the median re-
sponse by all respondents was that environmental
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regulations reduced a developer's bottom line by 1
percentage point.
To conclude, our article suggests that regulatory
costs to consumers, in certain circumstances, may
exceed costs borne by builder/developers. Many devel-
opers describe a rule-of-thumb where land costs make-
up a fixed percentage (usually around 25 percent) of
the asking price for new homes. As a result, relatively
modest additional costs for land resulting from gov-
ernment regulation may translate into sizeable price
increases faced by consvimers of new housing. If true,
regulators must be keenly aware of the full cost impacts
of additional regulations in order to generate an accu-
rate cost-benefit assessment of regtiia|^ns initiated to
foster socially desirable objectives.
Endnotes
'Lubove, 1981.
Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Afford-
able HoTisiag, 1991, Lowry and Ferguson, 1992, Na-
tional Association of Homebuilders, 1995.
^ Dealdn 1989, Knapp and Nelson 1988, Wachter and Cho
1991.
"Lugeretal, 1988.
Luger et al., 1998, presents details of the survey method-
ology, sanqiling strategy, and validity issues.
The contingent valuation approach is a technique used to
value benefits or resources through the construction of
a hypothetical situation. Individuals are surveyed and
asked to value the good in question based on informa-
tion presented in the background scenario. For more
information, refer to Paterson, Luger and Lindsay
1995.
SomerviUe, p. 410.
This translates into 2.54 percent of the median housing
price per year, or 0.2 percent per month This is less
than the 1.2 percent per month estimated by Seidel
(1978), which presumably reflects changes in interest
rates and housing values since that time.
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Reining in
Denver's Sprawl
Building Consensus on Regional Growth Management
Marie Venner
The Denver metro region, like many areas of the country, is experiencing
rapid growth in a context of weak regional institutions and multiple jurisdic-
tions within the region, hi March 1997, representative elected officials from
cities and counties on the Board of Directors of the Denver Regional Council
of Governments (DRCOG) voted almost unanimously to approve the Metro-
Vision 2020 Plan specifying a 700 square mile extent of development in
2020. This plan represented an increase of about 150 square miles over the
region's existing 550 square mile extent, somewhat less than through the lens
of dispute resolution theory, a case study of Denver' s regional planning pro-
cess offers insight for planners involved in voluntary regional planning ef-
forts in other areas of the country.
Historical Overview
Starting around 1990, DRCOG took a different approach to regional
planning. Whereas the agency had been promoting concepts such as urban
centers that had been around for decades, DRCOG planners sought and re-
ceived permission to conduct a wider, more participatory planning process.
Skyrocketing population growth averaging about 10.9% annually in the
southern three counties between 1990 and 1994 (Romano 1994:31A) added
impetus to the effort. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the Inter-
modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 created additional in-
centives. These Acts required metropolitan regions to create a fiscally-
constrained plan for future transportation investments, as well as one that
would not exacerbate air quality, congestion, vehicle miles traveled, and auto
dependence. Tax and spending constraints imposed by referenda also limited
the state' s ability to invest in new infrastructure and required the State to fig-
ure out ways to return tax dollars when the burgeoning population growth
boosted state income.
Early MetroVision committees carefully examined alternative growth
patterns and produced a regional "Framework" for growth management, in-
cluding these six core elements:
• Development confined to 700 square miles in 2020, accommodating
population growth and adding 150 square miles to the area.
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• Free-standing communities of Boul-
der, Brighton, Castle Rock, and
Longmont, separate from the urban
area, with an adequate employment-
housing balance and internal trans-
portation systems.
• Urban Centers—a range of activity
centers in the region that serve as tran-
sit destinations; support retail, em-
ployment, and housing; contain higher
densities than the regional average;
and encourage pedestrian-oriented
travel.
• A balanced, multimodal transporta-
tion system that improves the existing
system and includes rapid transit, a
bus network, regional beltways, and
bike and pedestrian facilities.
• Open space—a regional open space
system that shapes the region's form,
protects environmental resources, and
provides recreational opportunities.
• Environmental quality—acknowl-
edging that the location and type of
growth and development have signifi-
cant effects on the region's air and
water.
DRCOG Board approved the guiding
ideas in the Framework and appointed a
Steering Committee (SC) to discuss imple-
mentation of the plan. In order to build owner-
ship among this key constituency, three-
fourths of the 15-20 members were elected
officials. Representatives from environmental,
neighborhood, and business interests made up
the balance.
At the first meeting, elected officials made
it clear that they would not seek additional
authority for the regional agency and would
only endorse a voluntary plan. Subsequently,
the Steering Conmiittee devoted itself to ex-
plaining the needs and issues of the partici-
pants at the table, particularly those of local
jurisdictions as seen through the eyes of
elected officials.
DRCOG described the Steering Commit-
tee's agreement on (the) six core elements as
"critical to the implementation of MetroVi-
sion" and "a major achievement of the group"
(DRCOG 1996:3). They reaffirmed the concept
of a 700 square mile limit to the metro area in
2020, though the Urban Growth Boundary line
and accompanying flexibility provisions were not
negotiated and approved until December 1997,
with a minor upward adjustment to 730 square
miles. DRCOG staff have been careful to avoid
pushing member jurisdictions too hard, feeling
that the agreement has always been "tenuous at
best" (Woodard 1997). Nevertheless, agreement
on both the actual boundary and policies for
transferring growth from one area to another
within the boundary is a significant achievement.
Despite the recent failure of a transit ballot initia-
tive, the Board members on the MetroVision




The Steering Committee brought together
stakeholders fi-om the sectors active in the initial
visioning and scenario evaluation process with a
broader group of elected officials than had previ-
ously participated. In explaining the negotiation
process, this analysis of the power, resources,
interests, and strategy focuses on six major
stakeholders: the Denver Regional Council of
Governments, the city of Denver, the surrounding
suburbs, the business community, homeowners,
and envirormiental groups.
Stakeholder: Denver Regional
Council of Governments (DRCOG)
Power: As a designated Metropolitan Plan-
ning Organization (MPO) under ISTEA, DRCOG
controls the purse strings for transportation proj-
ects in the region. ISTEA confers the power to the
Transportation Division of DRCOG to prioritize
transportation projects, to detail the criteria by
which projects will be evaluated, and to utilize
federal mandates and regional development goals
as outlined in MetroVision. As the largest section,
governing annual expenditures far in excess of
any other section, the Transportation Division of
DRCOG has traditionally enjoyed a large amount
of independence and power within the agency.
However, the section has not utilized this power
to advance a system to evaluate proposed projects
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that favor either compact growth or alternative
transportation modes.
The Development Services Division of
DRCOG is much smaller, with comparatively
less authority and less ability to dictate their
agenda. DRCOG gives approval for the con-
struction of lift stations for the central sewer
authority and provides input to decisions of
the State Water Quality
Control Commission.
. . . ffi^
The Development t^r ^ ^7• •
Services Division
MetroVlSlOn
provides population prOCeSS. .
.
and employment data opened the
for regional planmng ^
and local governments regional
as well as for the
plannins,
transportation division. '^ °
Like most voluntary pWCeSS tO a
councils of ^ider group
governments, DRCOG u
has traditionally been trlCin ever
weak and relatively before and
ineffective at , ,
controlling growth OrOUgrlt
across multiple ju- technical
risdictions. , . ^
The agency itself analysis tO
has no state-enabled participants'
planning enforcement /^,,^/
authority. The Board of
^^^^^
Directors, comprised of
locally appointed elected officials from each
jurisdiction, exerts significant influence over
the agency's direction. Withdrawal of dues or
an uprising on the Board loom as implicit
threats over any DRCOG staff action that the
Board of Directors perceives as "out of line."
DRCOG' s power emerges from the staffs
technical expertise and leadership position in
organizing committee agendas and framing
complex issues. Arguably, the staffs power
.
increases with the technical complexity of the
subject or process at hand and the resulting
need for expert leadership. However, the
MetroVision process, largely conducted by the
Development Services Division, opened the
regional planning process to a wider group
than ever before and brought technical analy-
sis to participants' level. In doing so, they en-
abled democratic decisions to be made on com-
mittees.
Resources: DRCOG' s main resource is its
staff time, expertise, and leadership. In addition,
DRCOG enjoys wide respect as a source of data,
and its staff has a reputation as technically excel-
lent and honest brokers. DRCOG' s Development
Services staff has served as negotiators with indi-
vidual municipalities over allocations of popula-
tion and urban land development. This work gives
DRCOG staff a politically and technically keen
understanding of municipal population growth
and development issues.
Interests: The interests of DRCOG staff may
be distinguished from those of the local elected
officials comprising the Board of Directors.
DRCOG staff works full time for an agency with
a regional focus, whereas the elected officials
hold primary allegiance to their local govern-
ments. By implication, those sitting on the Board
of Directors will support regional goals as long as
local priorities are not compromised. Meanwhile,
DRCOG staff is professionally focused on ad-
dressing regional concerns and complying with
federal mandates, in a manner that is acceptable
to local authorities.
The key interests of the Transportation Divi-
sion were to recommend technically sound proj-
ects that would ease congestion in the region;
produce objective project rankings that would
stand up to the more subjective considerations of
political representatives on oversight committees;
implicitly maintain the section's independence
and power within the agency; keep transit plan-
ning at the Regional Transportation District
(RTD); and reserve federal State Transportation
Program (STP) funds for non-transit transporta-
tion needs, mainly roads. Transportation staff
showed little interest in what they saw as a De-
velopment Services exercise of questionable fu-
ture and marginal feasibility.
Strategy: DRCOG staff saw their role
largely as coordinators, though the leadership
potential of their position was particularly im-
portant to early MetroVision staff members. Staff
who came on board in the late 1980's and early
1990' s were more willing to take a more proac-
tive role, not having suffered through the lack of
cooperation from municipalities around the re-
gion on earlier development plans and informa-
tion collection activities. Staff devoted to serving
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the earlier MetroVision Task Force presented
considerable background information on pro-
gressive options and lobbied for a thorough
analysis of the impacts of multiple growth
scenarios. Behind the scenes, more enthusias-
tic staff funneled additional information to
like-minded stakeholders on how growth man-
agement was being accomplished elsewhere.
Like their successors serving the Steering
Committee and subsequent MetroVision Pol-
icy Committee, DRCOG staff evaluated prog-
ress internally and plarmed agendas for up-
coming meetings at weekly strategy sessions.
They revised discussion drafts based on
stakeholder feedback in committee meetings,
attempting to remain true to the changes and
desires expressed by committee members.
They presented information and served as in-
formal facilitators at some meetings.
As the process evolved and broadened,
staff turnover occurred and elected officials
began to play a larger role. Throughout this
transition, DRCOG' s MetroVision leadership
began to play a "more conciliatory" role
(Woodard 1996). In particular, DRCOG made
a strategic decision to cater to elected offi-
cials' private concerns that the agency would
involve the pubhc and potentially make an end
run around elected officials' authority.
The Steering Committee began its work
with substantial opposition to the Framework
recently approved by the Board and many of
the Committee's own members. Given this
opposition, DRCOG decided to play a less
visible role and avoid a potentially controver-
sial one in which staff could appear to be
pushing the plan. Instead, staff brought in out-
side facilitators with particular credibility with
elected officials.
DRCOG' s Transportation Division opted
for minimal participation in the MetroVision
process and little coordination occurred be-
tween the different sections. In this manner,
DRCOG lacked a unified internal strategy, a
weakness that only revealed itself after the
Steering Committee completed its work.
Stakeholder: City ofDenver
Interests: Hemmed in by an inner ring of
poorer suburbs and an outer ring of richer
ones, the City and County of Denver share
many of the problems and interests as other cen-
tral cities. Financial stability is important to the
city, and infill, re-development, and limited new
development opportunities in this land-locked
jurisdiction have traditionally offered few oppor-
tunities to extend and solidify the city's tax base.
As the hub of a large region trying to maintain an
attractive metropolitan identity in the national
economy, the unified City and County of Denver
has particular interest in maintaining aspects of
the area's quality of life
such as open space, air Hemmed in
quality, and transportation
systems. by an inner
From the city's ring nf
perspective, large suburban
expenditures for new roads pOOVer
and wastewater treatment suburbs and
could drain funds that
might otherwise be applied ^'^ OUier
to transit, which would rinQ of
connect the region and . t
enhance the viability of the
^^^ner oneS,
downtovra and inner the City and
suburbs^ Denver preferred ^^
r
an enforceable regional -^ •'
plan that unified land use, Denver
air quality, and share many
transportation planmng,
-^
interests that were identical Oj the
to those of DRCOG' s nroblems
MetroVision staff.
Resources: Resources ana
at Denver's disposal interests aS
included its financial and ,
technical support and the Oiner
influence and visibility of central
Mayor Wellington Webb.
Power: Denver's CltieS.
power on DRCOG Board
and the MetroVision committees has been am-
biguous. Denver contributes more to DRCOG
than any other municipality, but the city has never
exercised an option in the by-laws for voting
weighted by contributions. Elected officials in
Denver's suburbs feel relatively self-sufficient in
their abilities to attract new business, diminishing
Denver's negotiating power. Denver often com-
prises just one more voice, albeit one more no-
ticeable than the smaller suburbs.
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Strategy: Denver allocated resources to
the MetroVision effort including staff mem-
bers who played a leading role early in the
process. Denver also consistently supported
DRCOG's efforts and allied with environ-
mental interests, which tended to support the
interests of the central city. Denver may have
opted not to maximize the use of one of their
stronger resources, as their highest elected
officials rarely participated in the process.
Some participants in earlier MetroVision
committees noted Mayor Webb's ability to
exert a significant influence in meetings, and
the ability of such a high ranking official to
change or add weight to the tenor of the dis-
cussion. Though a Council member still par-
ticipates, MetroVision may have declined in
importance to Denver as the central city has
begun to enjoy a spectacular renaissance.
Stakeholder: Surrounding Suburbs
Interests: Suburbs dominate the remain-
ing local jurisdictions with Boulder, Brighton,
Castle Rock, and Longmont separate from the
contiguous metro area. Most suburban elected
officials came into the process with a self-
described "preservation" interest in maintain-
ing local control (Tauer 1996). Nevertheless,
most recognize the importance of a regional
perspective and the need to act on regional
issues. As local jurisdictions began to use their
voice in the Steering Committee, they made
their position clear: they did not want man-
dates or interference by other jurisdictions,
even neighboring ones. They wanted a volun-
tary, collaborative approach. Despite apparent
unanimity on local control, significant diver-
sity and tensions exist among the subiu-ban
municipalities. Much of the tension arises out
of different growth management programs
employed by the jurisdictions. On the one
hand, Boulder and Golden have had open
space and slow growth initiatives, though one
of the latter failed in Boulder in the 1996 elec-
tion. On the other hand, the Cities of Thorn-
ton, Commerce City, Aurora, and Arapahoe
and Douglas Counties continue to seek
growth. Sales taxes, not the traditional prop-
erty taxes, are the financial lifeblood of Den-
ver area jurisdictions. The resulting competi-
tion for retail development complicates coop-
eration and predisposes many jurisdictions toward
growth; in some municipalities capital improve-
ment plans incorporate funding from projected
shopping malls.
Power: Given the "home rule" political envi-
ronment, suburban elected officials and planning
staff has a critical say in whether regional growth
management will occur. The key power of local
elected officials' is their support or opposition of a
plan, which is able to make or break any growth
management effort. They exercise this power in
the media, on committees, and among colleagues.
The DRCOG Board of Directors, comprised of a
representative from each of these 41 jurisdictions,
ultimately decides whether a regional plan moves
forward.
Resources: Local planners provided data and
projections for the regional effort. In some cases
the work and position of the planning staff hin-
dered regional coordination. In other cases, plan-
ning staff enabled the critical support of an
elected official by showing that needed reductions
in land area could be accomplished.
Strategy: Local elected officials skeptical of
growth management utilized all the strength of
their negotiating position. They knew that the
more powerful one's position, the smaller the ne-
gotiating margin needs to be:
[Though]negotiations presuppose that neither
party has absolute power,...power increases
if the costs of not reaching a settlement hurt
your opponent more than they hurt you... the
stronger you feel, the narrower the margin
between your most favored position and your
limit...and the greater your commitment to
your opening /josirion. [Kennedy 1982: 138-9]
The local elected officials made an early
mandate declaring any increased regional author-
ity to be off-limits. This stance depended upon
the credibility of the elected officials' supposedly
immovable position and the other stakeholders'
unattractive or improbable alternatives to nego-
tiation — ballot measures (recently failed) or
proposals for state-enacted growth management
(unlikely).
Even though the media, interest groups, and
DRCOG often accuse sprawling suburbs of gen-
erating traffic, congestion, and pollution, some
suburbs were set to pin that blame on Denver in
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the most recent rounds of Committee meet-
ings. Some planned to use the sell-out crowds
at the new baseball stadium and other down-
town traffic generators to blame increased
traffic on Denver and undercut the argument
for an urban growth boundary and confine-
ment of the urban area to 700 square miles in
2020.
Stakeholder: Business Community
Interests: Most participating business
leaders saw strong benefits in maintaining the
region's quality of life. As long as developers
could build to accommodate demand, they had
few objections to an urban growth boundary
(UGB).' The UGB and urban centers con-
cepts could even support developers' interests
in building at the higher densities they desired
in certain areas. Business leaders appreciated
both flexibiUty and predictability, inhibiting a
strong position on either the UGB or urban
centers in the Steering Committee process.
Power: Business leaders saw themselves
as having significant power, an impression
shared by local
elected officials. In the
The business
MetroVisiOYl
community also felt ^*^
i^i'uvi:^ lun





outcome later in the ^^^^ helped the
process. With the
exception of group maintain
Boulder, developers ^ regional
have always en-
joyed a strong perspective in
negotiating position theface of
in the metro area . ,
and expect this to P^rceiVea
continue. "parochialism"
Resources: In h^ the elected
addition to a strong "> ^'^^^ i neu
voice, business officidls
groups enjoy
substantial financial resources. In the past,
business leaders considered private consorti-
ums to fund light rail transit and participated
actively on state and regional transportation
funding campaigns such as the Governor's
Blue Ribbon Panel on Transportation (1995-96).
Business leaders and mayors were among the
most outspoken proponents of the extensive rail
system and regional transit initiative named
Guide the Ride. In the MetroVision process, busi-
ness participants often helped the group maintain
a regional perspective in the face of perceived
"parochialism" by the elected officials.
Strategy: Business leaders saw little to con-
tribute to a Steering Committee process largely
focused on identifying and resolving the concerns
of local elected officials.^ As the Committee
stretched from the original three month estimate
into a full year, the business representatives lost
patience with the process of slowly generating
consensus. They saw no role for themselves and
perceived the process as a waste of time for them.
The general impression they communicated to
DRCOG was "call us back when you're ready to
make decisions." The business community had
sufficient faith in their strength and they did not
feel a need to be at the table throughout the proc-
ess to preserve their interests. Representatives
from the business community attended Steering
Committee meetings only sporadically, and envi-
ronmentalists ultimately recruited their support
for substantive commitments in the final agree-
ment.
Stakeholder: Community/Homeowners
Interests: As the sole community represen-
tative invited to participate on the Steering Com-
mittee, Janie Henley pointed out that one individ-
ual can hardly represent the diverse interests of
community members across the Denver metro
area. According to this representative, "neighbor-
hoods and quality of life go together," and to her
neighborhood quality of life meant low density
(Henley 1996). However, she did not consider the
status quo or future no-action scenario as viable
either; she aimed to produce implementation
strategies that she thought the public would un-
derstand and support. Despite citizens' desire for
cleaner air, most oppose multi-family infill. She
did not think that increased density, even in urban
centers, would sell well in the Denver area and
raised concerns about this on several occasions.
Elected officials also appreciated the political
difficulty of voting for infill development. The
interests of a large population of empty nesters,
urban professionals, renters, and others who
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might favor higher densities were not repre-
sented on the Steering Committee, except by
the environmentalists. More progressive
community interests were broadly represented
on the previous MetroVision 2020 Task Force,
which developed the Framework and the core
elements.
Resources: The community representa-
tive felt that the Committee looked to her for
fresh ideas and the perspective of an individ-
ual homeowner who had thought about re-
gional issues. Her presence and approval
added an extra degree of legitimacy to a
Steering Committee dominated by local
elected officials.
Power and Strategy: The power of the
community representative came mostly from
her good relations with the local government
attendees who requested her participation fol-
lowing her previous service on the Governor's
Smart Growth Inter-Regional Council (IRC).
In this manner, Henley helped execute the in-
terests and strategies of suburban elected offi-
cials, and at least neutralized potential opposi-
tion from citizen representatives and any po-
tential alliance with environmental represen-
tatives. Though elected officials encouraged
her participation, the perspective of the com-
munity had less influence on the Steering
Committee than on the previous MetroVision
Task Force. Like the business participants, the
community representative was unsure of what
contribution she could make to the Committee
and consequently, her involvement was lim-
ited.
Stakeholder: Environmental Interests
Interests: Enviroimiental groups sought
protection of air quality, open space, and the
area's distinctive enviroimiental resources;
they favored a regulatory approach, invest-
ments in transit, and action on the issues. For.
decades, environmental activists lobbied for
the construction of light rail or utilization of
the area's heavy rail for commuters. They fa-
vored new enabUng legislation that would give
DRCOG the authority to enforce compliance
with growth management plans.
Environmentalists had serious concems
about the probability of local officials per-
forming in any deal, and lobbied hard to in-
clude "effectiveness" along with elected officials'
"voluntary" and "collaborative" in the imple-
mentation tenets. Environmentahsts realized local
officials may well have allowed the Framework
to be approved without serious objections because
they would have a larger say and could reserve
fire for the core elements when implementation
procedures came to the fore in the Steering
Committee's work. Many officials had a "wait
and see" attitude and then raised more serious
objections as the plan became more concrete. Ju-
dith limes observed a similar dynamic in San Di-
ego, where the Growth Management Consensus
Project appeared to play a similar role to that of
the large and diverse MetroVision 2020 Task
Force.
Overall, local elected officials seemed not to
mix well with other types ofplayers, nor to be
able effectively to represent the concems of
local government in such mixed groups. Lo-
cal government representatives were not in-
fluential participants in (earlier growth man-
agement projects). While this... could be at-
tributed to lack of attendance, staff support,
and knowledge, an important factor in both
cases seemed to be the asymmetry of their re-
sponsibilities in comparison to other
stakeholders....a city official has to represent
a broad consensus across many
views. ...Moreover, local governments are at
the center of growth management. They had
much at stake but could not take the narrow
and effectivelyfocused positions that could be
taken by those representing a singular inter-
est.
Local officials frequently represented the
deeply held views that land use control is and
should always be a local function, while
many of the other players started with the be-
lief that local land use control is the cause of
the problem. The basic difference in style arul
substance made it difficult to achieve the
mutual understanding and respect necessary
for identifying and resolving differences.
Representatives of local government did far
better in working out their positions and
needs in groups made up of other elected of-
ficials or their staff. [Innes 1994:35]
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These reasons may explain the environ-
mentalists concerns and the local jurisdictions'
action on the MetroVision Task Force,
DRCOG's subsequent approval of the Frame-
work, and finally, elected officials' emphatic
dismissal of an enforceable approach on the
implementation Steering Committee.
Power: In some jurisdictions, particularly
those adjacent to the foothills, environmental
groups successfully placed growth control and
open space protection initiatives on the ballot.
Though the environmental representatives
never explicitly laid the threat on the table,
they informed various participants of their in-
tentions to move forward with a Fall 1998
ballot initiative if elected officials failed to
move forward with meaningful growth con-
trol.
Environmentalists also exerted their influ-
ence by trying to keep the issue in the public
eye. They had the power and the resolve to
"publicly blast" the Steering Committee proc-
ess if the Committee made no firm commit-
ments (Shaver 1996).
Elected officials' unwillingness to enter-
tain the environmentalists' preferred alterna-
tives restricted the enviroimientalists' room to
press their case during the meetings. The
power of environmental groups was also ham-
pered by the failure of growth control ballot
measures (open space proposals have been
more popular) and the low likelihood that the
State legislature would advance a more regu-
latory approach.
Nevertheless, environmental representa-
tives stayed involved in these discussions and
increased their power and credibility through
perfect attendance, what elected officials
called '-'reasonable" exchanges with other
Steering Committee members, and network-
ing.
Resources: Envirormiental group repre-
sentatives, often lawyers, brought technical
expertise to the process. Their main resource
was their ability to influence public opinion.
In addition, environmental groups enjoyed a
special relationship with the facilitators and
served DRCOG and the facilitators' purposes
in the negotiations by representing one end of
the spectrum. In this maimer, environmental-
ists' preferred alternatives provided a refer-
ence point fi-om which elected officials could dif-
ferentiate their own proposals, build ownership,
and gauge their success.
Strategy: The envirormiental representa-
tives on the Steering Committee—two attorneys
from Colorado Public Interest Research Group
(CoPIRG) and the Envirormiental Defense Fund
(EDF)—resisted taking an adversarial point of
view or pressing their case.'
The environmental attorneys could see that
elected officials faced tough issues at home and
that the Committee's work was a learning process
for them. They agreed with the facilitators' case
that if elected officials arrived at the same conclu-
sion on their own as they would have with the
envirormiental commimity weighing in, the local
officials commitment and resolve—their prob-
ability of performance in carrying out any agree-
ment—would be stronger. As one of the envi-
ronmental representatives noted, "If they (elected
officials) said it to each other, they were treated
with respect...basically, we found others to carry
the ball for us" (Shaver 1996). This behind the
scene approach required savvy use of networking
with potential supporters in all the involved par-
ties.
Factors in Agreement:
Consensus-Building Theory in Practice
DeNeufville and Christensen (1980) argue
that top-down regulation is only appropriate when
a society knows how
to do a task and agrees
^
^ ^ tOD-doWH
on a single objective.
As the stakeholder regulation is
analysis illustrates, Qyily appropriate
such agreement was
,
lacking in Denver. When a SOCiety
Innes concludes that knOWS hoW tO do
when goals and means
t h rl
are uncertain, as they ^ ^^"^^ ^^"'
are in growth agrees on a
management, • 7 1 • ^-
charismatic leadership
SmgleobjeCtlVe
or a social learning
strategy is needed (Innes 1992: 443). The Steer-
ing Committee relied on social learning to move
the group forward, with the help of active facili-
tation.
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Facilitation and Mediation
As a block of opponents to any regulatory
element coalesced on the Steering Committee
and members began questioning core elements
of the Framework, DRCOG decided to call in
professional facilitators. At the annual over-
night DRCOG Board retreat, one small town
mayor summed up the doubts of many elected
officials when she said that local officials do
not get elected by doing good for the region:
"I get elected every two years," she said. "I
need to be able to sell this to those with local
concerns spaiming over a much shorter pe-
riod," (Woodard 1996). A DRCOG staff per-
son highlighted the value of that comment,
and noted that it caused them to step back and
re-think their strategy.
DRCOG chose two facilitators, John Parr
and Peter Kenney, who would have credibility
with elected officials and other stakeholders
on the Committee. Gray (1989:165) notes that
"the power to mediate is derived, at least in
part, from the mediator's affiliations and par-
ticular interests." Parr's successful campaign
experience at the gubematorial and mayoral
levels may have given him extra pull with the
local elected officials. The second facilitator
enjoyed similar respect; Peter Kenney served
as chair of DRCOG' s Board of Directors for
many years in addition to his prominent roles
in Denver. Both worked with the National
Civic League. The mediators had significant
personal interest in reaching agreement on
growth management, as a culmination of their
personal and professional work in the region
over decades and as a potential highly visible
success for their budding private practice as
facilitators and mediators. Environmentalists
trusted Parr because he had managed cam-
paigns prominently featuring their concerns.
Confidence in the mediator enabled the envi-
romnental attomeys to trust Parr's assessment
.
that they should take a back seat role in the
negotiations and still have faith that their con-
cerns would be addressed.
DRCOG and the facilitators made a stra-
tegic decision to attempt to slow the Commit-
tee and step back from the implementation
task in order to build support and ownership
among elected officials for MetroVision's core
elements. They knew that moving to imple-
mentation without a sound plan could delay prog-
ress and jeopardize success.
Parr and Kermey's facilitation gave the group
a new sense of focus and helped minimize par-
ticipant frustration while raising group awareness
of their progress. Parr and Kenney came to
meetings with an agenda and set expectations for
what the group could accomplish in that session.
After meetings were underway, the facilitators
maintained focus, checked for agreement, en-
forced process agreements, and encouraged par-
ticipation. These interventions helped the group
identify, address, and resolve issues, as well as
avoid conflict. DRCOG staff and facilitators also
created a group memory by recording members'
observations on flip charts. This record provided
the group with "a neutral focus for debate" and
depersonalized ideas, allowing the whole group to
take ownership (Godschalk 1994:81). After
meetings, DRCOG staff compiled perspectives,
agreements, and decisions into a single working
document for discussion and modification at the
next meeting. Wording changes to those single
texts formed the basis for participants to achieve
their individual interests and ultimately group
consensus.
Keimedy, Benson, and McMillan (1982:43)
advise that "the more you can get [the person
with whom you are negotiating] to talk about his
position, by aiming questions for clarification and
explanation, the more he may inadvertently give
clues away about his commitment to his position
and the possible lines along which he is prepared
to move." Parr and Kenney provided ample time
to hear concerns, which they incorporated into a
structured process designed to highlight joint
gains. The Committee looked at the pros and cons
of each core element and the do-nothing scenario
for local jurisdictions and then for the region as a
whole.
Humor was an invaluable tool in Parr's bold
style; he departed from facilitators' conventional
wisdom of accepting and legitimizing all input by
participants. As Committee members learned they
could trust him, Parr shifted to a more activist,
mediator role. He enabled local elected officials
to chuckle at their re-iterations of "local control."
Hence, Parr helped the group "explain the reasons
behind [their] statements, questions, and actions,"
as part of "sharing all relevant information" and
focusing on interests rather than positions
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(Schwartz 1989:27). Ostensibly, this interven-
tion served to clarify and reframe, but in real-
ity, it was an invitation to "play" and expand
the current boundaries of thought and lan-
guage on the issue. He invited participants to
question their statements, test assumptions and
inferences, and develop agreements on what
important words meant.
Informal Meetings
Parr and Kenney kept in frequent contact
with participants between meetings. Casual
conversations and lunches provided opportu-
nities for "carefully assessing human factors
as well as technical issues...and designing a
strategy for the particular circum-
stances"(Carpenter and Kennedy 1988: 54).
Parr and Kenney thereby facilitated the emer-
gence of issues that had yet to come to the sur-
face, while simultaneously playing a subtle
advocacy role. In a version of advocacy plan-
ning, meetings with individual stakeholders
helped them clarify their own interests and
strategy. This strategy also created less risk of
divisiveness in the meetings, enabling Parr and
Kenney to avoid surprises. In turn, more coop-
erative meetings helped foster the positive
working relationships that enabled people to
use the same information, exchange new in-
formation, make agreements, and keep their
word. Godschalk's framework of conflict
types, techniques and forums "assumes that
many budding conflicts can be headed off
through direct negotiation in less formal or-
ganizational settings, thus limiting eruption of
'tooth and nail' conflicts with their win/lose
techniques and forums. These less formal set-
tings can be productive negotiation trainmg
grounds for networks of planners and public
officials committed to integrative rather than
zero sum bargaining" (Innes 1994:37).
DRCOG staff are also using informal
meetings to work on building negotiation-
friendly climates and procedures, identifying
issues early and dealing with them forth-
rightly, recognizing disputes and providing
resolution settings to avoid future conflict.
Other informal dispute prevention and early
resolution mechanisms that could be employed
include subregional outreach meetings, peri-
odic conversations and lunches with key play-
ers, and regular regional meetings of planners and
public officials. These ongoing mechanisms pro-
vide a way to address the inevitable conflicts that
arise with implementation.
Personal Effectiveness:
Building Good Working Relationships
Some group members were able to identify
individuals they considered particularly effective
or influential in the process. These members ex-
hibited important qualities for successful negotia-
tion, such as balancing emotions with rationality,
attempting to imderstand the perspectives and
behavior of others, listening and clear communi-
cation, reliability in promises and actions, open-
ness to persuasion based on acceptable criteria,
and acceptance of others' legitimacy as serious
partners (Godschalk 1994:82).
Regular participants built social capital that
facilitated agreement among the Steering Com-
mittee members. This enabled a network of trust
in which respectful, open-minded and informed
conversation could occur, and also reinforced the
qualities of good working relationships in Steer-
ing Committee interactions.
Participants generally attempted to try to un-
derstand the perspectives and behavior of others,
and were open to persuasion based on acceptable
criteria; environmentalists and the pro-growth
Mayor of Aurora were particularly influential in
this way. Though the two environmental attor-
neys had strong preferences for Oregon-style
growth control and a regulatory framework that
ensured performance, the attorneys primarily lis-
tened. They balanced their preferences with a ra-
tional assessment of the situation and made a
strategic decision to resist championing their
cause in exchange for better relationships with
their Committee members and the possibility of a
significant increase in ownership of the process
and commitment to implementation on the part of
elected officials. Their patience and restraint en-
abled the Steering Committee's greatest achieve-
ment: elected officials (re)development of and
commitment to growth management options they
could and would support.
Satisfying Substantive and Psychological
Needs of Stakeholders
For agreements to work, "they must be real-
istic and satisfy the substantive and psychological
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needs of the participants and stakeholders"
(Godschalk 1994:87). Local elected officials
achieved their substantive objectives of local
control; those who entered the negotiation
specifically to ensure that the program would
not become
regulatory also For agreements
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complained that environmentalists still played
too large a role and that the process was too
time-consuming. For Aurora Mayor Paul
Tauer, the fairness of the procedures and the
sense that his concerns were being heard was
critical to his increased confidence in the pro-
cess and growth management in general.
Though everyone took pride in the final
agreement and was glad to see the MetroVi-
sion process move forward, environmental,
business, and community representatives en-
joyed less psychological satisfaction. In con-
trast to elected officials, who perhaps had a
greater sense of how their attitudes to Metro-
Vision had shifted, other participants ex-
pressed doubts about what the process had
accomplished. Environmentalists were given
less respect and room to speak, and their hope
of achieving enforceable growth management
was quickly dashed, despite the credibility
they gained. The environmental community
continues to support the agreement as it moves
forward and serves as its strongest advocates.
Accurate Data and Projections
Accurate data and projections were key to
successful negotiations between DRCOG staff
and local planners in almost every jurisdiction.
Disputes over accuracy and an agreed starting
point for development projections formed the
grounds for only one jurisdiction's "refusal to
play." Negotiations with local planners regarding
the 2020 growth projections continued throughout
and after the work of the Steering Committee.
Studies and data generated by previous commit-
tees and DRCOG planners also offered an accu-
rate base of information, including considerations
of growth scenarios and costs of growth, from
which Steering Committee negotiations could
move forward. DRCOG planners had already re-
solved data accuracy and prediction issues with
most elected officials in the earlier scenario-
building/cost benefit phase of work under the
MetroVision Task Force. Had these issues not
been resolved, reaching resolution of differences
with elected officials on the Steering Committee
might not have been possible. Technical informa-
tion was often used by participants on both the
Task Force and Steering Committee to convince
one another that a problem actually existed, an
"essential first task for consensus building" (Innes
1994:103).
DRCOG acknowledged and respected differ-
ences of opinion about data issues in the Steering
Committee report, such as the preferred "fudge
factor" to be added to the projections. DRCOG'
s
data may also have shaped subsequent negotia-
tions because they came to the table first with
long-term projections; many local jurisdictions
previously confined their analysis to five year
projections and plans.
Predictive accuracy emerged as a critical
component of the Steering Committee process
when Mayor Tauer, a critical suburban opponent
of UGBs and the 700 square mile development
area, worked with his plaiming staff and found
that the City of Aurora could meet the 700-mile
target (Tauer and Woodward 1996). Confidence
in the accuracy of DRCOG' s predictions gave
other local officials on the Steering Committee
with similar concerns the security they needed to
make commitments or proceed to the next step,
and increased bargaining strength for DRCOG.
Accrued Investment
in Negotiations and Agreement
In the end, negotiations were able to proceed
because the final product on the table was supe-
rior to participants' proposed alternatives. Im-
portantly, DRCOG made sure that the "do- noth-
ing" scenario was included among alternatives, so
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when more regulatory or growth limiting sce-
narios were considered and rejected based on
the drawbacks, the deficiencies associated
with the current rate
of growth and land In the end,
consumption could
negotiations
be evaluated as °
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with the do-nothing scenario became part of a
larger process and voted with their peers to
recommend Board approval of the revised
plan. While some local elected officials may
have had a shorter-run view, the cost of im-
pending negotiations with DRCOG on future
transportation and water plans also held some
uncertainty and risk for local govenmients.
Participants concluded they were better off
with the agreement than without it.
Participants' time and personal investment
also factored into the final agreement, func-
tioning as accrual costs. As Irmes observed in
several California processes, "the desire to
have something to show for the months or
years of hard work, along with the desire to be
supportive to the group with which they had
developed working relationships and some
common cause, proved to be important incen-
tives to reach agreement," (Innes 1994:37).
Implementation
The Steering Committee's implementation
strategies are largely descriptive, but they have
several characteristics of a durable agreement.
The group seems to have found common
ground, feeling that the agreement is mostly
soUd, fair, and realistic. The agreement is hon-
est because it was "based on the best-
available, jointly developed informa-
tion,...founded on realistic projections of capaci-
ties and costs," and "developed with the involve-
ment of all parties" (Innes 1994:42). The product
did not disadvantage significant stakeholders who
were often absent, such as the business partici-
pants.
The acceptability of the agreement is the best
factor for its potential implementation. The proc-
ess used to develop the agreement addressed
elected officials concerns regarding local control,
previously the greatest obstacle to growth man-
agement in the region, and was perceived as fair
by all. A greater level of honesty may be present
now than when the Board approved the MetroVi-
sion Framework without solid support. Further-
more, the agreement provides incentives for all
parties to implement it.
Implications for Collaborative
Regional Planning
Denver's experience with collaborative re-
gional planning reveals lessons that planners in
other regions could use.
Foster an open process, where all necessary
information for decision-making is provided to
participants. Encourage an openness to hearing
and learningfrom all parties involved. MetroVi-
sion benefited from the trust and exploration of
new ideas during the multi-year group process.
Nevertheless, DRCOG leadership decided to
avoid daunting elected officials with the implica-
tions of growth management, instead reassuring
them that they were entirely in the driver's seat.
Consequently, few Denver-area citizens were ac-
quainted with MetroVision, especially in later
phases, and the project lacked potential support
from greater citizen involvement.
Those who volunteered for or were recruited
to MetroVision task forces embarked on a contin-
ual learning process about the needs and concerns
of other participants and about new growth man-
agement options. The DRCOG Development
Services staff provided the Committees with all
the helpful information at their disposal in order
for the Committee to realize the extent of its
power and come to the decision it considered
best.
The learning and decision-making process
among the wide array of participants over the
seven-year period was protracted, messy, and po-
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litical, but the agreement benefited from the
subsequent broad ownership that such a
democratic approach generates. Moreover,
participants knew the plan and its internal
workings inside and out, which cannot be said
of participants on many other committees both
within and outside of DRCOG. Patience with
long time frames, regular participation, and
informed, respectful, and open interaction
built the social capital needed to come to final
agreement.
Use Facilitators. Facilitation provided the
Steering Committee advantages the previous
task forces did not enjoy. Facilitators ensured
that the issues raised were handled in a more
systematic manner than on earlier committees.
By helping participants identify issues and
goals and set agendas, the facilitators gave the
Steering Committee greater task-orientation,
allowed participants to place their work and
progress in context, and helped the Steering
Committee note and celebrate accomplish-
ments.
Outside facilitation enabled DRCOG staff
to serve the committees as technical assistants
without leading the process in such a visible
way that group ownership suffered. This level
of independent ownership also enabled the
facilitators to push the group along in consid-
ering various topics and challenging assump-
tions to an extent DRCOG or more neutral
facilitators could never have attempted. The
Steering Committee facilitators exercised a
wide degree of latitude. The recording facili-
tator often paraphrased participants' com-
ments to get at the gist of what they were
saying, instead of using their own words. The
facilitators also conducted outside listening
and strategy meetings with individuals and
subsets of Steering Committee members, often
without DRCOG' s or the Committee's knowl-
edge. Other regional agencies seeking facilita-
tion services might prefer more neutral facili-
tators.
Involve all critical stakeholders. Insuffi-
cient involvement at one point in the process
may not sink the process if steps are taken to
remedy the problem.
The Steering Committee process caught and
remedied critical weaknesses in the MetroVision
task force process. As leaders in the process,
DRCOG thereby avoided some process pitfalls
Innes observed in a study of intergovernmental
groups whose products have not been used or
their agreements shared by the wider public. "In
some cases, the groups failed to include key
stakeholders, who later sabotaged the effort; in
some the groups did not operate long enough;"
but "in many, the groups and their findings were
not well linked to the institutionalized procedures
and political processes by which decisions are
actually made" (Innes 1994:451).
The MetroVision Framework gave elected of-
ficials something to respond to and provided a
basis for further thinking about growth manage-
ment. In that way, the Framework can be seen as
the other stakeholders opening bid in regional
negotiations on growth management. Elected of-
ficials critically examined that bid and based their
counter-offer upon it. The result was an accept-
able agreement.
Power disparities cannot be entirely elimi-
nated; they are a fact of life that must be ad-
dressed. Though some dispute resolution profes-
sionals and academics may criticize the gross
power disparities on the Steering Committee, oth-
ers might conclude that elected officials acted
appropriately as the principal decision makers in
a process ultimately intended to gamer approval
of metro area elected officials on the DRCOG
Board of Directors. The prominent role of elected
officials in the culmination of the Denver region's
MetroVision process accords with what dispute
resolution and collaborative plaiming profession-
als and scholars have learned in other places.
Brock and Cormick note that "principal domina-
tion of the conflict resolution process, with staff
and experts in supporting roles, is necessary to
build decision maker commitment and consensus.
Thus, in intergovernmental disputes involving
elected officials, they must control the negotiation
to generate their sense of ownership" (Innes
1992:370). Furthermore, in the two successfully
resolved dispute-level dilenmias in another series
of case studies of intergovernmental development
dilemmas, a working group of elected officials
dominated the process (Godschalk 1992).
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The local officials' level of participation
on the Steering Committee allowed them to
generate an important sense of ownership. As
Innes observed with group processes to de-
velop growth management plans in other
states, the MetroVision process, "created an
alliance of key players and leaders who speak
for the plan. Many of these players, because
they were part of the negotiations, now have a
stake in the plan's implementation" (Innes
1992:450).
Utilize existing authorities. DRCOG has
significant power to support MetroVision but
has not used it effectively. The Transportation
Division has maintained an evaluation system
in which project prioritization, DRCOG'
s
greatest source of incentives, continues largely
as it has in the past. During the Transportation
Improvement Plan (TIP) criteria re-evaluation
process during May-July 1997, Transportation
Division staff reviewed and justified their ex-
isting process in great detail but chose not to
emphasize the reviewing committee's author-
ity to significantly restructure the ranking
system and give greater priority to non-auto
modes. Admittedly, many local representa-
tives would not want to see the road projects
they submit compete against transit for a pool
of funds some consider insufficient. Never-
theless, DRCOG' s technically oriented system
assumes that project types (ranging from
roadway widenings funded by the State
Transportation Program (STP) to bike lanes
funded by enhancement dollars) cannot be
compared based on their adequacy to meet
larger transportation objectives. Thus funding
is allocated and pools are targeted to each
project type. Federal Transit Authority dollars
and the Regional Transportation District's
taxing authority are assumed to be the sole
source of funds for transit in the region, de-
spite ISTEA's attempt to change the rules of
the game and the Transportation Division's
orders that more free funds be directed to tran-
sit. The transit-related goals which abound in
DRCOG' s Regional Transportation Plan apply
only to the regional transit agency, not
DRCOG decision-making, though the plan
clearly stipulates that plan policies and objec-
tives are to guide DRCOG' s TIP criteria. Al-
though the Transportation Division has made
some changes to its point system, DRCOG could
make greater use of its legislative authority by
making the opportunities created by the conjunc-
tion of regional planning and federal legislation
clear to decision-making boards.
Treat the public as your partner and utilize
public opinion. DRCOG responded to pressure
from earlier MetroVision Task Force members,
particularly community members, non-profit en-
vironmentalists, and those from environmental
government agencies, to involve the public. In
1994 and 1995 the agency undertook significant
outreach related to criteria and scenario-building
exercises. DRCOG staff made presentations to
local groups and governments, talked on local
cable access charmels, and set up displays in li-
braries around the region. A region-wide survey
affirmed citizen interest in and support for the
priorities of the six core elements of the Frame-
work and subsequent MetroVision Plan. How-
ever, the public involvement and commimication
effort was insufficient, and the effort dropped off
considerably in following years.
Despite this , ,.
promising public • • -PW^JtiC
outreach start, which OUtreach is
still failed to satisfy
, ^ „„„ „i».t»H ^ffi now moresome non-elected otii-
ciai task force important than
members, DRCOG ^^^j. tO the
made a strategic de-
cision to return the implementation
focus to the Board ofa plan,
members, who they
optimisticaUy which belongS
assumed to be and pertains to
representing and
commimicating with ^^^ entire
their local metro region
constituency as their
audience and
customer. Despite support from local elected offi-
cials on the Steering Committee, the lack of an
external communications strategy deprived the
MetroVision plan of a potentially large and influ-
ential body of support. An early sample survey
indicated strong public support for plan concepts,
but almost no outreach occurred subsequently.
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DRCOG staff say that money for commu-
nications outside of report publication has al-
ways been scarce at the agency. Hence, the
agency employs a strategy far-removed from
Portland's, which makes ample use of focus
groups, door hangers, regional media inserts,
and blanket surveys. While DRCOG staff say
regional newspapers have kept the impacts of
regional growth in the public eye, newspapers
have found it hard to cover a process like
MetroVision. Though MetroVision staff re-
sponded to the critical need to build support
among elected officials over the past two
years, public outreach is now more important
than ever to the implementation of a plan
which belongs and pertains to the entire metro
region. DRCOG hired a communications con-
sultant in early 1999, but the focus remains on
developing a strategy for communication with
regional political and business leaders..
Effective planning can occur in the ab-
sence of regulatory authority. At the very
least, voluntary, collaborative planning pro-
vides an important and sound basis forfuture
efforts, regulatory or not. If long-range re-
gional land use planning efforts waited for
regulatory authority in places like the Denver
region, they might never happen. Yet fast-
growing areas that depend on environmental
amenities and clean air still need to respond to
the impacts of growth and make choices about
investments for the future. In such places, a
significant ground of support exists for man-
aging congestion and the untrammeled growth
that robs places of their character. Many resi-
dents and local leaders are committed to then-
places, whether they see that as their neigh-
borhood, town, region, or state. Participation
in discussion on these issues can lead to
agreement. Visioning is an exercise that seeks
to extend participants' attention to the region
as a whole, drawing out and working from
their commonalties.
Greater objections and problems will al-
ways emerge as plans become more specific
and implementation issues are addressed, but
collaborative plans enable participants to try to
get all parties on board and experiment with
what they can do without regulatory authority.
If voluntary noncompliance threatens to obvi-
ate the plan, local governments that have
"played" and have significant investment and
ownership in the plan may call for regulatory
authority.
Plans that represent multiple years of effort
by stakeholders take on their own momentum.
The relationships among
participants and social If long-vauge
capital can elicit regional
cooperative action where it
otherwise may not have IClTlCl USe
occurred. Sometimes buy- planning
in may be acquired easily ^
through time spent lis- ^JJ^'^^
tening and an earnest waitedfor
attempt to meet the other's j .
needs CoUaborative
regulatory
planning ensures that this authoHty in
opportunity is not missed ^^^^^ ; -^^A collaborative approach '^
also defuses the intensity of the Denver
opposition and greatly -^ ^^
decreases the probability ° -^
that a previously overruled might never
or unheard minority will hawen
overturn a plan.
Staff, local
representatives, and stakeholder groups have
crafted an entirely voluntary plan with broad ac-
ceptance and buy-in, providing a model for re-
gional growth management in a low regulatory
environment. The rewards of collaborative and
inclusive planning take time, and DRCOG may
not entirely deserve the impatience of previous
committee members who question what happened
to the process and the products of their previous
efforts. Planners often neglect to tell the story of
the decade-long efforts by the League of Women
Voters and Oregon environmental groups before
Oregon's growth management plan was enacted
in the early 1970s. The state of Oregon, Multno-
mah County, and Portland are still making ad-
justments and working out the kinks in their 25-
year experiment. The Denver region is in the first
stages of its process. MetroVision has created an
invaluable foundation for future efforts as well as
an experiment in voluntary and collaborative re-
gional planning that provides valuable lessonsfor
future regional planning efforts nationwide. ^^
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Endnotes
1 From Westword, Denver's independent weekly:
'"If we can build to meet the housing demand
within the growth boundary, we probably
don't have that much of a problem with it,'
says Steve Wilson, director of government af-
fairs for the Home Builders Association of
Metro Denver. Wilson says homebuilders in
Portland, Oregon, a city that's had a growth
boundary for almost twenty years, have sup-
ported the idea there. What frustrates local
developers, says Wilson, is the crazy quilt of
government regulations that now exists in the
metro area. "We have some communities
with arbitrary growth limits," he says, and be-
cause many cities fear being overrun by tract
homes or apartment complexes "there's con-
tinuous pressure for less and less density"
(Steers 1996). Wilson adds that homebuilders
often propose politically correct high-density
projects and then find themselves in a battle
with neighborhood groups that want to require
large yards for every new home. Wilson sat
on later MetroVision committees.
2 On the previous MetroVision task force, business
representatives were active but small in num-
ber. Interviewed by the Denver Business
Journal at the close of the task force process,
Anthony Gengaro, a planner with his own firm
and a representative of the homebuilding
community on the task force said "the amount
of growth allowed, which should be plenty,
won't be as controversial as how to divide it."
Gengaro also said, "most business people
don't have the time to sit through hours of
meetings. Nor do they like being outnumbered
20 to 1 by opponents. ...but business must have
a role in fleshing out the plan to guarantee it is
something everyone can live with." Gengaro
also said, "When you can't build consensus,
the status quo continues." Task force member
and Editor of the Urban Design Forum news-
letter, Christine Ford, said she was troubled by
the lack of business involvement in the proc-
ess, which was dominated by government and
public interest types. "It hasn't dawned on the
business community that if they don't take a
hand in it, it could outsmart them" (Svaldi
1995:36A).
3 Nevertheless, DRCOG staff felt that environ-
mentalists undermined their position and fur-
ther marginalized the environmental commu-
nity whenever they raised the more regulatory
Oregon alternative. Local officials considered
that option excluded at the first meeting, and
frequently rolled their eyes and became more bel-
ligerent when it was mentioned. [Woodard 1996]
4 Elected officials on the Steering Committee made
presentations to other elected officials and plan-
ners at sub-regional meetings throughout the
Steering Committee process. Such meetings of-
fered the committee a helpful feedback mecha-
nism for local input, enabling the committee to
discover and address potential problems before
they could generate much momentum.
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from Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Kevin A.
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Carolina. Susan Elizabeth Campbell.
The Role of Barter in Community Economic
Development: A Local Currency System for
Clear Fork Valley, Tennessee. Brenda Childers.
The Morrisville Transit Station Area: A
Development Plan and Implementation Strategy.
Margaret N. Connolly.
Applying the Ordered Probit Model to Injury
Severity in Truck-Passenger Car Rear-End
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Concurrency Requirements in Wake County.
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A Public Involvement Program for High Speed
Rail Planning and Decision-Making in North
Carolina. Adena Friedman.
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Process: Is the Litermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act Fulfilling its Promise? Lyman
Jackson Gregory, HI.
Assessing the Capacity of Community
Development Credit Unions in the Southeast.
Isaac C. Henderson.
From Mean Streets to Mainstream: South Bend's
Center for the Homeless and the Continuum of
Care. Maria Pilar Hogan.
Real Estate Market Studies: A Guide for
Community Development Practitioners. Jennifer
Hurley.
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Using Hazard Mitigation to Achieve Sustainable
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Local
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